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Fulton Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, March 25, 1965
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Registration
Books Close
March 27th

State Saves
On Earlier
Road Pacts

Mist Jennifer Burcham

1

Lovely Hickman Beauty Candidate
For Kentucky Derby Festival Queen
Miss Jennifer Lynne Burcham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Burcham, Jr., of Hickman, is a
candidate for queen of the 1965
Kentucky Derby Festival. There
are five candidates for the honor
and the queen will be chosen by, a
spin of a wheel at the Coronation
Ball April 23 in Convention Center
in Louisville. The queen and four
princesses will reign at activities
during the week leading up to the
running of the Derby on May 1.
Miss Burcham, 17, ranks first

with a 95.9 grade average in her
senior class at Fulton County High
School.
With blue eyes and light brown
hair, Jennifer is a former basketball queen- at school, now is captain of cheerleaders. She is organist at the First Baptist and Sacred
Heart Catholic churches in Hickman.

Contestants named to date in the
South Fulton Boosters Club fourth
annual beauty show, to be held on
April 1, are: Judith Lynn Adams,
Mollie Alexander, Joy Barber
Boyd, Martha Bynum, Brenda Fay
Clinard, Joy Anita Fagan, Mary
Elizabeth Fields, Donna Giles,
Donna Gossum, Carreen Harrison,
Helen Faye Harwood, Sandra Kay
Kendall, Betty Gail Malray, Melva
Matlock, Andrea Lynn Melton,
Linda Kay Nanney, Cynthia Jean
Neeley, Sally Ann Pirtle, Cheryl
Kaye Underwood, Susan Ann Walker, Florence Lou Wiggins and Joanna Woodruff.
Neil Ethridge of Jackson, Tenn.,
will be organist for the show and
five judges will be furnished by the
Strawberry Festival officials of
Humboldt.
At the Paris Fish Fry the princess and her maids will ride on a
float donated by Pure Milk Company.
Tickets are now on sale at Southside Drug Company, Evans Drug
Company and City Drug Company.
They may also be purchased from
any member of the Campus Teen
Club of South Fulton High School.
The price is.$1.00 for adults and 50c
for children.

BOOSTER PRESIDENT
Oden Fowler has been elected
president of the South Fulton
Boosters Club. Other new officers
are: R. M. Lowry, vice president;
Charles Johns, secretary; Jones
Dickerson, treasurer.

McClains Visit In
Novato, California

Voter registration books for the
May 25 primary will close after
Saturday, March 27, Dee Langford,
Fulton County court clerk, has announced.
Persons who are not now registered must register at the county
court clerk's office by that date
or they cannot vote in the primary.
To accomodate voters in the Fulton City area, Mr. Langford has
placed registration blanks at the
Fulton City Hall. While the courthouse and city hall offices close at
the regular times on Saturday, the
law stipulates that the books are
open until midnight of March 27.
Persons whose names have been
purged from the registration books
must register again and persons
moving into the county must also
register.
A person must have resided in
the state for one year, in the county for six months and in his pre
cinct for sixty days before he is
eligible to vote.
Any youth reaching the age of 18
by the November 2 election will be
eligible to vote in the May primary
and they, too, should register.
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Number 12

Proposed Television Cable To Give
Better Color, Wider Coverage Area
Something new will be added to your television enjoyment when the elaborate plans being made by the
Twin Cities Cable Company are completed. Estimated
to cost approximately $80,000.00, the company will provide its subscribers with a multiple choice of tcelevision
stations in Memphis, Nashville, Paducah, Jackson, and
Cape Giradeau.

mended to the governor by district
federations, is directed by a commissioner selected by the district
commissioners.
The First District Federation
will be host to the annual League
of Kentucky Sportsmen convention
Fulton County Sheriff Joe CampJune 11, 12 and 13 at Paducah.
.
a
vice-president
bell was named
James D. Carnahan, Marion,
was named to replace Arthur Curtis, Paducah, as state vice-president of the League of Kentucky
Sportsmen. The league's board of
directors is composed of vicepresidents elected by the district
federations.
Mike Withers, Hopkinsville, was
"Calm Yourself" is the name of
elected district federation presibe
dent succeeding Ferrell Miller, the three-act comedy play to
PTA
Fulton
West
the
by
presented
Murray. Other officers besides
Carr
Sheriff Campbell are: Guy Mat- at 7:30 Friday night, in the
be
will
Admission
gymnasium.
and
secretary,
tingly, Paducah,
Elbert Inman, Fairdealing, treas- $1.00 for adults and 50c for children.
urer.
Those in the cast are: or. CarlThe McElya-backed slate is idenMyers, Dr. Virgil Barker, Mrs.
ton
district
the
tified with a faction in
federation that has been seeking L. M. McBride, Sally Hall, Mrs.
sweeping changes in the adminis- Sue Hurt, Mrs. Curtis Mathis,
tration of sportsmen's affairs by Jerry Creason, Mandel Brown,
the state league, including replace- Billie Gilbert and Mrs. Mose Fosment of Wildlife Commissioner ter of Water Valley.
Minor Clark.
SENIORS TO MEET,
The defeated slate reportedly
The Senior Citizens Club will
was headed by Curtis, a staunch
backer of present league policies meet today (Thursday) at 2:30
and Clark. McElya has directed p. m. in the dining room of the
several unsuccessful attempts to First Methodist Church: Curtis
have the State Fish and Wildlife Mathis, manager of Southern Bell,
Department replace will explain the new dial telephone
Resources
Clark. The department, made up system to be installed in Fulton in
of district commissioners recom- June.

Mr. and Mrs. T. A. McClain and
daughter, Mary Owens, have returned from Novato, California,
where they were the guests of their
son and brother, T. A. McClain,
Jr., his wife and four children.
T. A., Jr., is located at Hamilton
Air Force Base, but is being transferred to Greenland April 13. His
wife and children will remain in
Novato.

In addition to a wider choice of
television reception, the quality
will Le many times better than
with home antennae, Kenneth
Turner of radio station WFUL,
said today. Mr. Turner and Chs4-les Stratton of Mayfield have okganized the cable company for
operation in the Twin Cities.
Both Fulton and South Fulton
have unanimously passed ordinances granting Twin-Cities Cables
permission to install a community
antenna, which would provide im-

get contracts with Southern Bell
Telephone Company and the electric power companies to run cableson their utility poles. Following
that, a survey of the town will be
made and an area selected for the
location of the tower.

The tower which joins WFUL
tower and the microwave tower on.
the Twin Cities skyline will be
proved television reception to cus- loaded with receiving antennae
tomers of the system. At its meet- tuned and exactly orientated to pull
ing Monday night the Fulton City in stations not easily available in
Commission passed the ordinance," this area.
approving permission for operaIn discussing the matter with
tion of the cable company for Mr. Turner, he stated that the
twenty years. The approval speci- felevision cable has proven to atfied an annual payment of two per- tract the motoring public. He said
cent of the company's gross re- that motels have advised that a
ceipts to the city. It also requires sign boasting "Perfect TV Via
Cable" has attracted many addifree service to the schools.
tional stopovers in other cities.
The next step to bring the cable
(Continued on pace ten)
company nearer to completion is to

Pretty As A Picture

FHA State Degree
Girls On Broadcast
Three State Degree girls of the
Future Homemakers, Paula Jones,
Linda Hawkins and Jean Everett,
taped a summary of their March
project recently.
Guests speakers assisting were
Rev. Mr. John Piatt, rector of
Trinity Episcopal Church, and
Richard Wilkerson, pupil personnel
director of the Fulton County
Schools.
This tape was given on radio station WFUL on Wednesday afternoon, March 17.
Be Sure and Register To Vote

"Calm Yourself"
At Entertaining
Play On Friday

•••••,—

Rita Wilson (right), winner of numerous beauty
A FLOWER FOR RITA — International Banana Princess
Thursday noon at the Kiwanis club meeting. She adqueen honors, accepts an orchid from Ralph Adams
Accompanying her was her aunt, Mrs. Vervin Wildressed the club on "The True Life of asBeauty Queen."
Photo Courtesy Union City Messenger
son of Union City.
.1••••

"Unless There's Emergency, Dear God - - -"

South Fulton Businessman -Minister Finds No Room For Religious Meeting

C of C Names
Committees
For Next Year

B. Sure and Register To Vote

kJ,

A slate of candidates backed by
First District Wildlife Commissioner Boyce McElya swept to victory
last Friday night in the First District Wildlife Federation's semiannual election.

By Jo Westpheling
Raymond Clark is a South Fulton businessman. He's
a good businessman, shrewd, honest and fair dealing.
He is public-spirited, hard-working, and an exemplary
citizen. Ever since we've known him, and that's been a
good many pleasant years, Raymond has impressed us
with his views that "what's good for the twin cities is
Nod for Raymond Clark." So in his quiet and unobtrusive manner Raymond set about expanding the business
complex of South Fulton, constructing business property
and establishing new businesses, which eventually attracted other business interests to the growing shopAt the Chamber of Commerce
border.
Board meeting Monday, President ping center in the lively town across the
commithas acted as a
Raymond
appointed
one
In more instances than
L. M. McBride
tee chairmen to serve for the com- private Chamber of Commerce. He has gone out soliciting year. They are:
promise that if they would loParks Weaks, rural development; ing new firms with the
.Tames Green, education; Rodney cate here he would build the type of property they needMiller, tourist promotion; Joe ed. They accepted his offer. There's no telling how much
Treas and Clyde Williams, Jr., inman will go to make this community grow
dustrial development; James Need- further this
prosper.
BusWard
and
ham, membership; Dr.
hart, roads; Vymn Mitchell, representative on Banana Festival
Board.
The members voted to have three
quarterly meetings of the entire
membership, in addition to the annual meeting. The new meeting
schedule will be in effect for one
year.
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Joe Campbell Officer In
District Sportsmen Group

Next fall she plans to enter the
University of Kentucky and major
in mathematics.

Photo Courtesy Louisville Courier-Journal

Time Is Near
For Boosters'
"Lovely" Event

Awarding highway contracts earlier has saved $2,130,383 in construction costs in the first two groups of
contracts awarded this year, Highway Commissioner Henry Ward
said recently.
Ward said contracts awarded
from bids received Jan. 15 and
Feb. 19 totaled $13,610,780. The department had estimated these projects would cost $15,741,163.
The highway department often
has not advertised for bids until
summer or later, Ward said. "Obviously, little construction could be
done before the winter, because the
department normally requires a
contractor to stop construction on
Nov. 15," he said.
"I became convinced the department actually could get much better bids if they timed award of
contracts properly."
Because the normal highway
construction season is April 1 to
November 15, Ward said, awarding
contracts before April would give
contractors more time to make
plans, bid intelligently and stockpile materials. "All ,'of this saves
the contractor money, and therefore he can submit a lower bid."

•
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Now it stands to reason that a
man of this calibre is interested
in good government, good schools,
and good churches of every denomination so that people may
worship in the faith of their choice.
Raymond has a right to be interested in all these things, because he
pays a goodly amount of taxes for
their adminiktration and upkeep of
all these facilities.

When one reviews all these
things about Raymond Clark, it is
easy to see why this man was deeply hurt, shocked and perhaps disillusioned when he was refused the
use of a public facility to which he
contributes his tax money, for a
meeting place for a church convention of some 700 people that
wishes to come here in June This

same church meeting was held troversy or refusal. There have
here several years ago, and local been gospel singers, talent shows.
officials, other church people and beauty shows, perhaps religious
the news media were loud in the programs, sports events, and just
praise heaped upon the delegates about every other- activity staged
for the quiet and dignified manner there. But for a church convenby which the meeting was conduct- tion, the answer was "No."
Why?
ed.
question we cannot answer.
That
The public facility that Raymond
the refusal
Clark sought to engage was the We have been told that
more so,
,
unprecedented
rather
afgym,
School
South Fulton High
informbeen
has
News
the
because
ter the regular: session of school
sources
has ended. The church group seek- ed from extremely reliable
for the reing the use of the school was Je- that the reasons given
binding. We
hovah's Witnesses, whose congre- fusal are not legally
have not lookgations are kept small, (usually at must admit that we
regulations
and
rules
the
at
ed
100) so that a close relationship of
of the South
the faith can always be enjoyed. governing the rental
persons in the
Nationally, the church membership Fulton School, but
advise us that
is growing, just as it is in Tennes- position to know
there is no specific statute governsee and Kentucky.
ing the refusal.
To say that Raymond was given
But here is the letter received by
a first class run-around in his quest
Raymond Clark:
to rent the facility is an understatement. We do not know the var- "Dear Mr. Clark:
ious officials who Raymond con"Since the Obion County Board
tacted with reference to the of Education has a policy that
school's rental, so therefore we would prohibit churches using
want to make it clear that we are school property except in cases of
not charging religious bigotry or emergency, we regret to inform
political prejudice in the refusal to you that the Board voted unanimhave the church convention use the ously to comply with the policy.
school.
"We regret that we are unable
grant the use of the school for
who
to
people
Yet, there are many
look back on the various groups, the convention. Perhaps you can
other than educational, who have secure the school facilities from
used the school without any con- Fulton."

Williamson County Schools
to
Franklin, Tennessee
an
August 31, 1964
efwe Mr. Fred Elliott, Circuit Supervisor
go Tennessee Circuit No. 2
Jehovah's Witnesses
5701 Leslie Avenue
Tennessee
The question has been asked, and Nashville,
justifiably so, "what constitutes an Dear Mr. Elliott:
emergency?" And another asks:
This is to express to you our
"Why is God a legal visitor in an appreciation for the nice manner
emergency, and an illegal, un- in which your Assembly conducted
welcome visitor when people want itself while in Franklin and for the
to meet and do His work in peace good care it took of the auditorium
and harmony?" Valid questions, used.
we agree.
Very truly yours,
W. C. Yates
seto
Raymond Clark did seek
Superintendent
cure the school facilities from Fulton, Kentucky. They were not reMetropolitan Board of Education
fused. As in every instance where
Tennessee
Nashville,
certain
used
is
property
the school
September 25, 1964
rulings for its use were set forth,
and that's the decision from the Mr. Dale Cantrell
Kentucky side of the border. No Convention Manager
double talk, here!
Jehovah's Witnesses
But Raymond is a large taxpayer Nashville, Tennessee
in South Fulton. Doesn't it stand
Dear Mr. Cantrell:
to reason that he should ask for the
school building where he feels his
Your letter to Dr. John H. Harris,
taxes make such a request reason- Director of Schools, has been reable? To add to his disappointment ferred to this office for reply.
with the officials whose salaries
Inasmuch as the School Board alRaymond helps to pay are these lowed you the use of facilities at
letters from other Tennessee
(Continued OR page ten)
schools.
This "valuable" suggestion
Raymond Clark comes from
Obion County School official. In
fect he says, "your tax money
take, but for your dividends
across the border."

ga.

Area Losing $18,000,000.00 In Annual Income
Because of Failure To Pr oduce More Livestock
At the recent Governor's Conference on Agriculture many suggestions were made for increasing the
income of Kentucky farmers. Some of
them such as increasing the yields of
crops and livestock, are routine and
are a continuing problem, but others
offer a real opportunity of bringing in
more dollam in the near future.
An indication of this is revealed
in neighboring Tennessee as well
from a news report last week that the
economy of Obion county, along with
a wide area of Northwest Tennessee,
would experience a giant step forward if a Union City company was
able to purchase all or most of its raw
materials in this vicinity.
C. T. Holbrook, manager of the
Reelfoot- Packing Co., revealed that
the company in. 1964 was forced to
spend $18 million outside a radius of
50 miles from Union City to obtain
the livestock it needed to carry on the
Union City operation.
"We would very much prefer to
buy all of our livestock in this immediate area," Mr. Holbrook said.
"But it is simply not available here."
The Reelfoot manager declared,
however that Obion county and the
surrounding area "could produce almost all the livestock if farmers and
businessmen of the area would decide
to do so."
Almost everybody familiar with
Kentucky's agriculture agrees that
the two major opportunities for in- creasing farm income are the production of more pasture and feed crops
that can be marketed in the form of
meat and milk, and the production of
intensive high-income crops such as
fruits, vegetables and ornaments
where the income (and expenses) may
run into several thousand dollars per
acre. In all of these "know-how" and
efficient management are the keys to
success.
One point of which the various
committees are unanimous is the fact
that Kentuckians are generally using
their land very inefficiently. One report shows that Kentucky land is

used at less than 65 percent capacity
which is much lower than in our
neighboring states.
One suggestion that seems logical
for improvement is the more intensive use of the small, fertile bottoms
for high income crops. Because of
overflows, many of these areas cannot be used for fruit and other perennials but they are well adapted to
corn, especially silage corn, and other
summer crops. As dairying and beef
expand there is an increasing need for
silage. Intensification of silage production would encourage the operation of custom and rental filling
equipment. This is a real opportunity
for increasing net farm income.
The committee on swine is very
optimistic about the outlook for hog
production during the next ten years.
It is estimated that there should be at
least one million more hogs in the
state by 1975. This would require an
average of 20 more hogs per farm on
the 52,000 farms now producing them,
or more farms going into the enterprise. The committee says that small
farms are better suited for feeder pig
production than for finishing fed
hogs. Among the several excellent
suggestions for promoting feeder pig
production is that a pilot operation be
established at the experiment substation in Breathitt county, to accelerate efficient hog production in
eastern Kentucky. In western Kentucky where 75 percent of the hogs
are now produced, the committee
sees the need for additional swine
specialists or hog producer associations to work with commercial producers.
The beef committee reports that
beef cow numbers in Kentucky have
increased 131 percent in the last decade and the state has moved up from
26th rank to 13th. The state's proximity to the grain belt provides an excellent outlet for feeder calves. With
proper guidance and promotion the
beef committee feels that the state's
income from beef production could
double or triple in just a few years.

Ifs Good Business To Have Clean Roads, Clean
Towns And Wholesome Community For Industries
Natural Resources Commissioner
J. 0. Matlick placed the responsibility
for cleaning up and beautifying Kentucky at the local level when he recently asked the general public to recommend who gets _recognition for
work done so far.
We second his observation that
good business to have clean
is
"it
roads for tourists, clean towns for potential industry and a clean state for
the morale of all Kentuckians."
Pointing up the 1965 Homecoming beautification drive, the Commissioner promised that Kentucky is not
through with the job, and that the
long haul of individual and community effort is still ahead.
A great many organizations have
cooperated to make this worthy and
necessary campaign a success. Public
education on its importance, engendered by the clean-up efforts of these
groups and encouraged by the State
administration, have brought about
an awareness of the need for making
"Kentucky a Cleaner, Greener Land."
In 1962 then Governor Bert T.
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Combs accepted the National "Keep
America Beautiful" awards, in behalf
of the state. Last month three small
Kentucky towns—London in Laurel
County, Lost Creek in Breathitt
County, and Burnside in Pulaski
County—were cited for distinguished
achievement at the National Cleanest Town Conference in Washington,
D. C..
We can all be proud of these recognitions. But how many of us, communities and individual citizens, can
say we did our part? And how many
of us, after traveling on our public
roads, can say, "No, sir, I didn't clutter up any of Kentucky's 40,395
square miles of beautiful countryside?"
ORDER
Good order is the foundation of
all good things.
—Edmund Burke
We do not keep the outward
form of order, where there is deep
disorder in the mind.
—William Shakespeare
In obedience to the divine nature, man's individuality reflects the
divine law and order of being.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Method will teach you to win
time.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
When you have got a thing where
you want it, it is a good thing to leave
it where it is.
—Winston Churchill
LIGHT AND SHADOW
Keep your face in the sunshine
and you cannot see the shadow.
Helen Keller
He who dwelleth in eternal light
is bigger than the shadow, and will
guard and guide His own.

STRICTLY BUSINESS by Mc:haft's

Far
For

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov,Edward T. Breathitt

committed nearly 200 young girls
to the Department of Child WelThe Keatucity Federation of Wo- fare. After a review of their backmen's Clubs, representing some grounds, experiences, and degrees
14,000 Kentucky women, is off to of offense, less than one-fourth
a good start in its 1965 project to were sent back home for superdo something constructive for the vision by local social workers.
state's delinquent girls.
For the remaining 1519 there was
Substantial contributions already only Kentucky Village where the
have been pledged by some mem- daily population of girls averages
ber clubs to the $105,000 fund about 120.
sought to construct a State reI have noted ,unat tor some time
habihtation center in Jefferson there has been a growing realizaCounty for girls so classified.
tion of the need for better care of
The center, with accommodations these unfortunates. In the ease of
for about 40 girls between the ages Kentucky's girls in trouble, who
of 10 and 18, would be operated by can in most instances be restored
the Kentucky Department of Child to society, this awareness points to
Welfare at an annual estimated the need of providing them with
facilities equal to those provided
cost of $80,665.
Mrs.
boys.
by
proposed
as
project,
The
Mrs. Hamilton says that the new
W. Ed Hamilton, Bardstown, Federation president, and as approved center is planned as a sheltered,
by Federation directors, is both relaxed camp-type facility in which
laudable and needful, and worthy small groups compatible in age,
be
of an accolade by all Kentuckians. experience and capacity may
findinto
training
intensive
by
and
led
care
Two centers for the
treatment of boys already are in ing themselves, and the true valoperation by the Department of ues of life.
This is an approved and tried
Child Welfare and two more will
be in operation soon. I visited the method of treatment, and I agree
newest boys camp, at Woodsbend with the Federation president when
in Morgan County, just last week in she adds that child welfare specialcompany with Richard Clendenen, ists have done a remarkable job
commissioner of the child welfare in developing the process, actually
department. I was greatly impress- beyond the limits of the departed with the care and treatment the ment's resources. They also have
boys are receiving and the obvious done a fine job under the circumbenefits of this cansp-type atmos-: stances for the girls at Kentucky
Village.
phere.
While the KFWC plans to pay for
The center planned by the
construction costs of the buildthe
State
the
by
owned
KFWC on land
near Center State Hospital in Jef- ing or buildings that will make up
ferson County will be the first for the physical part of the center, its
girls, and I believe will be of equal staffing and annual administrative
costs will be the responsibility of
effectiveness.
the Child Welfare Department.
Kenof
edition
January
The
The projected time for beginimig
tucky's Children, a monthly publication of the State Department of construction is early next year.
Child Welfare, says "thus will be
provided for the first time in Kentucky a means of special treat- U. S. PRODUCTS VALUED
ment for girls committed to the AT $417 BILLION
Department by the courts as deWashington — Twelve million
linquent, whose emotional and social needs call for something more man-hours in 1963 to manufacture
than confinement at Kentucky Vil- the $417 billion dollars' worth of
products shipped that year, includlage."
Kentucky Village is an old and. ing products intended for further
overcrowded institution for de- manufacture in other factories, a
linquent boys and girls, near Lex- new Commerce Department report
ington. Last year Kentucky courts says.
Frankfort—

"Fd sure like to meet your president some time.*

FROM THE FILES:--

urning Back The Clock—
Smokehouse, Fry Shoe Store and
Lowe's Cafe.

Marsh 30, 1945
A meeting of the Fulton Cooperative Association was held at
Cayce High School on March 22.
The following officers and directors were elected: Billie McGehee,
president; Henry Maddox, Jr., vice
president; Roy D Taylor, secreHilliard,
Willis
tary-treasurer;
Hugh Garrigan, Jr., and Avery
Hancock, directors.

A slide and ladder have arrived
for installation on the playgrounds
at the South Fulton school. This
equipment was bought by the PTA.
More equipment has been ordered
and will be installed.

Plans are. incomplete for the
closing exercises in the Fulton city
schools, according to J. 0. Lewis,
superintendent, but May 25 is the
closing date. Mr. Lewis predicts
that there will be few boys left after the graduation program, as
many are joining the Navy and the
Merchant Marines.
A number of business firms in
Fulton have taken steps to improve
the appearance of their places of
business in the past few days. Several store fronts 'have been repainted, while others have redecorated the intetior of their store
buildings. Among those who have
made improvements are: Fulton
Electric & furniture Co., H. H.
Bugg GrOC. , The Leader Store,
L. Kasnow, Bennett Electric, The

Miss Grace Cavender, employee
of the Workmen's Service Bureau
in Chicago, was voted the most attractive young lady at a St. Patrick's Day dance at the Hotel Sherman. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Cavender and attended University of Kentucky and
Murray State College.
At Chestnut Glade Junior High
Billie Terrell and Charlene Frields
were elected Mr. and Miss Chestnut Glade last week.
On March 21 the Cuba home economics girls gave a banquet in
honor of the first and second boys
basketball teams, who won second
place in the district tournament.
Present were the members of the
teams, the cheer leaders, high
school faculty and Mrs. James B.
Deweese, Mr. and Mrs. Karl
Rhodes and Mrs. H. R. Jones.

100 Years Ago This Week
An niNtOrical review -oi the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOB JORDAN
One hundred years ago this week,
Maj. Gen. John M. Palmer, the
Union Army's commander of the
District of Kentucky,
Military
issued General Order No. 13: "It
being well known that much hostility exists in the minds of some
evil-disposed persons in the State
of Kentucky against the enlistment
of colored soldiers and that in order to discourage enlistment many
cases have occurred of their barbarous treatment, imprisonment in
jails and slave pens, it is ordered:
That hereafter no colored person in
this district shall be confined in
any jail or prison except by proper
legal authority and that all slave
pens and other private places of
confinement be at once broken up."
One of the principal complaints
against Maj. Gen. Stephen G. Burbridge, whom Gen Palmer had relieved, had been that he was enlisting slaves in the Union Army,
thereby freeing them. The Louisville Journal, a Unionist newspaper
but a foe of abolition and a critic
of Burbridge, when it printed a
story in February about Palmer's
being appointed to command in
Kentucky, had exclaimed, "Thank
God and President Lincoln!" During the week under review, it published the following:
"General Palmer addressed a
large Negro audience at the Colored Baptist Church last night, explaining to the blacks the laws recently passed by Congress for their
benefit, and urging them to enlist
in the United States Army. The
church was densely packed and
hundreds were unable to gain admission. Negro soldiers, fully armed, guarded the sidewalk in fr-nt
of the building."
The National Unionist, a "radical" Republican newspaper at Lexington, had predicted from the beginning that Palmer would continue the policies established by
Burbridge. It now twitted those
who had rejoiced at Burbridge's
removal: "We fear that General
Palmer will lose caste with the
Conservatives and Copperheads
who were so much elated at the
removal of General Burbridge and
the anpointment of General Palmer. The General actually appears

-

Letters To Editor
Highland, California
March 15, 1965
Dear Jo:
I have really enjoyed reading
your paper 'way out here in Southern California. We look forward to
hearing from our folks and friends
from dear old Fulton, Kentucky,
and Western Tennessee.
We are having plenty of rain and
no "sunshine" in the last few days.
Wish you and family were out here
to attend "Orange Show" this
week.
Sincerely yours,
Mrs. Marvin Milam
JAPAN JOINS ROAD PACT
TOKYO — The international
driver's license, which lasts one
year, has become valid in Japan.
Now 72 nations are members of
the Convention on Road Traffic, under which these licenses are issued.
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to be a radical. Well, his radical
views do oat offend us, but he will
certainly get into bad odor with
the Conservatives and they will not
visit and feast him, as they did at
first."
Robert Mallory, a former congressman, when making a speech
at La Grange, was interrupted by
a Union Army lieutenant from
Ohio, who called him a rebel. Mallory said the officer lied, whereupon the lieutenant brought up a
file of soldiers with fixed bay2sets
not
and declared Mallory siOrli
finish his speech. The latter was
disposed to go on and risk the issue, but his friends persuaded him
to quit.and avoid trouble.
Col. S. W. Price, post commandant at Lexington, announced that
a board of survey would be convened to determine damages incident to occupation of the fair
grounds, trotting track and other
property by Union Army troops.
The Lexington Observer and Reporter said there had been "wanton and unnecessary destruction of
property."
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Need Money for Operating Expenses?

GET IT
from your PCAI
Use a PCA loan to buy feed, seed, fertilizer...to meet oth•er operating and family expenses. PCA loans offer advantages that come from 30 years of experience:
Low Interest Cost...rates are low and you pay only on
the amount used, for the time it's used.
Convenient Terms...repayment is scheduled when you
sell crops or livestock and have the money.
PCA is owned by the people who use
Personal Service
it...your loan makes you a member-owner.
There are other benefits—reasons why more than a halfmillion people look to PCA for money to meet expenses.

PCA LOANS
redtt

ssociation
•

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn.
Hickman, Ky.
Those UN
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.

WARREN BARB
Field Off. Mgr.
Clheissi. Ky.
Thane 01.-11-11141
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Farm Bureau Offers $1000 Scholarships
For Four Deserving Young Kentuckians
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
Mutual Insurance Company will
again this year offer two $1,000 college scholarships to outstanding
young people from Kentucky Farm
Bureau farm families. Last year
was the first time the insurance
company offered these two scholarships. The two will be known this
year as the J. E. Stanford Memorial Scholarships.
In addition, the Winn-Dixie
Stores, Inc. and the Kentucky
Farm Bureau Federation will
award two $1,000 scholarships to
Farm Bureau young people. This
program is in its 13th consecutive
year.
•
The four winners—two Kentucky
boys and two Kentucky girls—will
each receive $250 a year for four
years to be used toward expenses
at the college of their choice.
Applications for each of the four
scholarships must be made by June
30, 1965. An announcement of the
winners will be made on or before
August 1, 1965.
Each applicant must have completed high school work by July
1, 1965 and must have completed

the work in the same year as the
application is submitted. Applicants must be nominated by the
county FB president, young people's committee or scholarship
committee appointer' by the FB
president.
To qualify for the J. E. Stanford
Memorial scholarships, applicants
must be members of families having KFB insurance.
The judging of applicants in each
scholarship award will include the
following: scholastic ability, extracurricular activities, leadership
qualities, letters of recommendation, 4-H, FFA and FHA activities,
essay on "Why I Want To Go To
College," neatness, need, sincerity
and other supplementary evidence.
Judging in the KFB insurance
scholarship will emphasize need.
Recipients must enter college as
a beginning freshman not later
than the fall semester 1965 unless
serious illness or injury prevents
their doing so. In such case, recipients must enter college by the
spring semester of 1966, or the award will gill to the first alternate.
After the recipient accepts the

THE DOBBS TRUSS
No Bulbs—No Belts—N. Straps. Holds rupture in and up like the
hand — Accept No Other—Accept the Best For Reducible

RUPTURE
Washable, Sanitary — For Single Or Double Rupture

CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 LAKE STREET

PHONES 70, 428
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Discover how E110
a bourbon can be
2 Pt.
1
90 Proof - $4.85 4/5 Qt. $1.55 /

YEARS
OLD

awards and enters college, dropping out of school, except for serious illness or injury, will cause
the recipient to lose the award. In
this case, the remaining part of
the award will go to the first alternate.
Last year's scholarship program
(four $1,000 scholarships) drew applications from 108 young people.
Under the program., 25 scholarships
have been awarded in the past 12
years.
Winners of the two Farm BureauWinn-Dixie scholarships last year
were Miss Carolyn Jane Heppler,
Route 1, Stanley, and Michael
Wayne Keeney, West Somerset.
The two insurance scholarship
winners last year were Miss Linda
Kinser, Brownsville, and William
Warren Mallory, Route 1, Cynthiana.

JOHN WATTS
A lot of farmers in Fulton County are making big "winter crops"
with the new Soil Survey.
The Sportsman's Club ordered
copies of the Soil Report from
Congressman Stubblefield after reviewing the section on Wildlife.
One interesting fact has been
called to my attention. The soil
Survey shows that steep eroded
soil is producing about one half as
many bushels of corn per acre as
the same soil on gentle slope where
there has been little erosion.
Farmers starteu making applications for sod waterways and
farm ponds this week at the ASCS
office.
Much interest is being expressed
by farmers and other groups in the
Soil Survey Report of Fulton County.
County Agent John Watts and I
presented it to the Fulton Rotary
Club on January 26.
The Future Farmers in Ralph
Agriculture
Vocational
Bugg's
class at FCHS are using it in their
soil class.
Richard Adams, a farmer in the
Cayce community said, "I am
spending a lot of time these bad
days studying the soils on my
land."
School libraries, city governments, the health department and
others are. ordering extra copies
from Congressman Frank Stubblefield.
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MEE DA
FORD TWIN-I-BEAM PICKUP
All-new, smoothest ride ever with
two front axles to smooth the
roughest roads!

NEW FORD ECONOLINE
Now America's best-selling van is
available with up to 48% more
power with the new 240-cu. in. Six!

'65 FORD
TRUCKS

who use
a halfxpenses.

Is

Right now is the time for big savings,
best trades, widest selections on the
Southland's favorite trucks. They're
at your Ford Dealer's, so go in now
and find out about the big ...

MEE DAMN DEALS!
PHONE 42

IN ITS SHORT HISTORY
AMERICA HAS SEEN A WIDE
_ VARIETY OF FASHION.THE
QUAKERESS DRESSED
SIMPLY IN STRAISHr SKJRTED
&ARB CV SOMBER COLOR.
OUTERWEAR CONSISTED OF
A PLAIN CLOAK AND BONNET.

DOWN IN DIXIE, THE SOUTHERN

0at.t.6 WORE ELABORATE GOWNS

ENHANCED BY THE ALL-IMPORTANT
le INCH WAIST. FOR A WOMAN TO
LOOK HER BEST A COMPLICATED
CORSET WITH DRAW STRINGS WAS
AN ABSOLUTE MUST.

FRONTIER WOMEN WERE LESS NUMEROUS THAN MEN MID THEIR DRESS HAD
NEITHER THE PICTURESQUENESS NOR
INDIVIDUALITY OF MASCULINE ATTIRE.
TO IMPROVE HER TYPICAL PLAIN DRESS
MRS. PIONEER
OFTEN WORE
A SAAALL
SHAWL OR
KERCHIEF
AROUND HER
SHOULDERS.

need for major plant food should
be watched very closely. Agricultural limestone (Calcium) is a
prime factor in growth and development of livestock as well as
Crop yields. Serious losses have
been detected when sufficient
amounts of Calcium would be lacking in the soil.

With JIM PRYOR
•
Anda-nOvral Agent, Illinois Coati& Roilroil

To be safe, always have your
soil tested. These samples should
be taken on a regular basis rather
than on a hit or miss scale, whenever there is nothing else to do. It

Suer Abundance at the
Super Market
House wives know that the horn
of plenty held scant relatiions compared wiith today's food store. A
team of economists has just returnede from counting tht abundance avaiilable in the typical
Americian communtity. Their
statiistiical grocery cart is ready
to collapse under the weight of their
food figures. Item by item they
counted selected investories for
super markets, superettes, and
curb markets in two neighborinig
commuuntitties in a near-by sttate.
Then they surveyed again by sizt
of store and the neighborhood
iit served. Food was found in an
almost stupifying variety regardless of the method used in the
study. The housewife could have
found 85 differeent kinds and cuts
of meat. If that would not fill the
needs, the shopper could have
pushed the possiibilities to 135 by
checking in all the stores. Cold
cuts and seafood were not on the
list of meats available in this investigation.
Take canned beans for a sample
of everyday eatng.. There were
cut beans and Frenech style,
fancy long vertical packs and
w' ole beans„ green beans witih
or without seasoning. Thewe were
nine different variieties of canned beans not to mention fresh
and frozen types.
The larger food storees offered
well over 70 different varieteies of
canned vegetables and the choice
in some was up to 100. The figure
as a measure of variiety isn't even
near the mark. You have to add,
individual
the
brands—please
housewife's taste—can seizees to
suit t the needs as to the size
of the family and packaging to
comply with today's mode of living. One store in the survey offered 262 different combinations of
can sizes, brands, packages, and
varieties of vegetables alone.
The most likely place to find the
widest variety of foods, incidentally, is not in the richest part of
town. The survey found the bigin super
yes stock of items
markets in the loweer income
neighborhoods. It is the budget
conscious hoasewife who needs
and gets the widest selection of
foods in order to stretch her budgeet. Convenience eis another demand of the mcideern shopper, and
this means in the form of late
hours and sevene-day service.
The somewhat old-fashioned neighborhood store and the new supermake sure this
eettees both
neighborh oodst orebei nkgopen hee
accomimociation ! is met, with the
neighborhood store being open
more hours of the two studied.
It was found that in the different
communities, local food stocrees do
their best to provide the items
and service that are required of
them.

FULTON,

If You're Inhanastad In An A-1 Wad Car Or Truck, B. Sure To Soo Your Ford Doolor

is also essential that samples be ash, Nitrogen and trace elements
taken properly. The t:st result will team up to deliver you a high score
Ion the balance sheet.
be no better than the sam77.7k
te.st from one or two spots in the
If your soil is deficient in Calfield will tell you nothing! Be sure cium, the Phosphate that is now
to follow the directions of the available in the soil as well as any
Agricultural Extension you would add later in fertilizer
County
Agent, the same as you would your can become insoluble. An applidoctor when you seek counsel from cation of high quality agriculture
him concerning your health prob- limestone will correct this problems. If you fail to follow the di- lem, and keep phosphate in solurections of the doctor, serious trou- tion, available for plants to utilize.
ble could develop; the same is The supply of trace elements is
true with your farming operation. closely correlated to the Pl of the
or Calcium content.
Many tests have been conducted soil,
where important elements have
Dr. Ezell Trug, of the University
been added to soils that were of Wisconsin said, "If the favorable
deficient in Calcium, and poor pro- effdct of agricultural limestone
duction was recorded in most over a period of ten to twenty-five
cases. It is like a ball team where years on soil fertility and conservathere were weak players and tion, and the health of the farm
strong ones too, unless they are co- family and livestock is included in
ordinated, very poor games are the the benefits, the return easily may
end product. When all are balanced rise to $25.00 for each dollar inand cooperation is exhibited, suc- vested."
cess is the story. The same is true
with crop production, when agriVisit Local Stores First
culture limestone, Phosphate, Pot-
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For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

Greenfield Monument Works
In OperatkIn 11 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

TO THE LEGAL
VOTERS OF
FULTON COUNTY;

I make this public appeal to you as citizens and voters in
announcing my candidacy for the office of Sheriff of Fulton County,
Kentucky, subject to the action of the Democratic Primary to be field
May 25, 1965.
I have been a life long resident and citizen of Fulton County,
Kentucky. Am married and my wife and I have three children. My
wife is the former Wilma Pachall.
Having served on the Hickman Police Force for the past four
years, and being still on the force, with that experience, it is certainly one of the qualifications necessary for a Sheriff to possess, so that I
feel that I can serve the entire County, if elected Sheriff, with integrity, impartiality and efficiency. I can and will treat all the
people fairly and squarely with every person being given his just
dues so far as the Sheriff's office is concerned.
I am a World War II Veteran and a member of the American
Legion, and am 42 years of age.
I hope to see and meet every voter in this County, but that is almost impossible for any candidate to do. Therefore please consider
this as a personal visit, and I respectfully request and hope that you
will give to me your vote and influence in this next, coming Primary
Election.

As we continue to increase our
production per acre, we should look
Into the agricultural limestone
needs of our soils. Farmers are
striving to make their land more
profitable and for this reason the

Greenfield
AD 5_2293

FRED EDGIN

never really see it all. Right now Page
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 25, 1965
is the beginning of the cherry blossom festivals, which are just
beautiful. From our house'we have
a view of Mt. Fuji, the highest
March 16, 1.965
peak here, which is covered with
Yokota Air Base
snow year around, a lovely sight.
But, again, there's no place like
The News takes pleasure in wishTokyo, Japan
one's own hometown.
ing "Happy Birthday" by the following friends:
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Glad to read about the Banana
March 26: Taylee Brooks, Dana
a
Ben M. Combs, State motor
Enclosed is my money order for Festival and that there was such
March 27: Edie MayPuckett;
renewal to the paper for another big turnout. I'm looking forward to nard; March 28: Virginia Alexan- transportation commissioner, has
the one in '67. Thank you.
of a request
year.
der, Clifford Ferguson, Charles announced approval
Mildred F. Lydick (Mrs. Harry M)
made last October by Southern
Jr.;
Walker,
Being so far away from home, I
increase- its
March 29: Ruth Copeland, Nadine Greyhound Lines to
sure do enjoy the hometown paper
other
service
and
fares
rates,
bus
Nanney, Fairra Finch; March 30:
and usually read it over several
charges within Kentucky.
Tegethoff;
Aletha
Gregory,
0.harles
times before I put it away, so as
April 1: Mrs. Donald Ray Morris,
Greyhound asked an approxinot to miss anything.
Sonja Payne, Joyce Tucker.
mate 10 per cent general increase,
We've been here a year now and
with less for commuter fares and
have two years to go until getting
a minimum fare of 40 cents. Under
The appointment of Mrs. Emily
Be Sure and Register To Vote
back to Fulton, which will be in
proposal, commuter fares are
the
Memorial
Dame as South Fulton
January 1967.
computed at two-thirds of
be
to
PLEDGED!
Gift chairman of the American
regular fare adopted.
the
daughter
anbeing
Campbell,
today
OlyCathy
is
the
Miss
Society
attend
Cancer
We didn't get to
"The bus company," Combs said,
mpic games, but took them in on nounced by Mrs. Mildred Freeman, of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Campbell of
recentUnit
Fulton,
with the statutes and
in
County
Street
our
Obion
the
all
Walnut
of
see
908
to
"complied
nice
president
was
Sure
TV.
ly pledged Alpha Omicron Pi so- regulations in publicizing its appliAmerican athletes participate and of A. C. S.
win so many honors. It made me
Anyone wishing to make contri- rority at Murray State College. cation. The department received
feel close to home just to see them butions
memory of loved ones, She is a freshman, majoring in no formal protests to the application."
win.
or seekirg information, please con- elementary education.
The rate increase became effeck'ulton
South
at
Dame
Mrs.
Japan sere is a lovely place, tact
March 15.
tive
Vote
To
Register
and
Be Sure
with so much to see, but one can City Hall, phone 116, or call 955.

Letters To Editor

Happy Birthday Kentucky In
Rate Increase
For Greyhound

Mrs. Dame Handling
Special Cancer Gifts

FIRST JOB CORPS APPLICANTS to be processed for the.Federal Office of Economic Opportunity have been counseled and tested by the Lexington local office of
the Kentucky Employment Service, Department of Economic Security. Shown here
are four of the first group taking special job corps tests under the supervision of
office manager L. J. Foster, Lexington. Some 25 are expected to be sent from Louisville, Lexington and Hazard to a job corps training center in the near future.
Young men from 16 through 21 are eligible for the program which aids youth who
are unemployable because of lack of sufficient education or job skills.
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Chestnut Glade
Planning Good
Spring Gardens

•

p. m., April 12, in the home of Mrs.
I James Hicks. Members are asked
to note change in meeting date

Jerry Chapman
Named Planner
For This Area

The Chestnut Glade Home Demonstration Club met in the home
of Mrs. Wayne Grissom for the
regular meeting with twelve members and two visitors present. The
A former State planner. Jerry
roll call was answered by each
has returned to KenChapman.
naming a vegetable or flower they
tucky to rejoin the staff of the diplan to grow this year.
vision of planning in the Kentucky
A report was given by Mr?. Har- Department of Commerce.
vey Vaughan on the open house at
Chapman resigned March 31,
the Weakley County Library on 1964. during a reorganization of the
February 28. Reports were given division and has held an adminisby Mrs. Valda Simpson and Mrs. trative planning post with tie State
Wiley Sims on visits made to shut- of Ohio since then.
ins during National Home EcoHe will head the office staff at
nomics Week. A rdport and demon- Madisonville and also will work
stration was given by Mrs. Simp- closely with the planning bodies of
son on information she received at several
including
communities
the meeting for gardening leaders Land Between the Lakes areas,
at the county-wide meeting in Miss Katherine Peden. commerce
Dresden. Mrs. W. C. Morrison gave commissioner, said.
a lesson on the advisability and
Planning director Ray Eaton
advantages of a home business said Chapman is one of two plancenter. A contribution was made ners hired for immediate duty in
to the cerebral palsy project. Mrs. the state. The other is John VanWayne Grissom, health leader, derwier, 56. who transferred to the
gave a lesson "Pain And The Mesdepartment of economic security a
sage That May Be Received."
year ago and is now back with the
Recreation was directed by Mrs. planning division as principal comHarvey Vaughan, With Mrs. W. C. munity improvement specialistt.
Morrison the winner. Delicious reEaton added that in June an adfreshments were served by the ditional six planners with master
hostess.
degrees will be employed, bringing
The next meeting will be at 1 the planning staff to a total of 26.

Donald Draper
Is Employed
By Retailers

Stnring
With this coupon and the purchase of

Whole Side of Beef

,

Processed and Wrapped for Freezer
Coupon good at Big Valu Food Store,
Coupon Expires March 27.
Fulton, Ky.

33-oz. Jack-Sprat Fabric Softener

Coupon
(100 Stamps if you buy 2 Bottles)
Fulton, Ky.
• good at Big Valu Food Store,
Coupon Expires March 27

.CPIEEN
STAMP

VALU-PLUS STAMPS!
HINER VALUE! COMPARE an SEE!

Draper was formerly Director of
the Industrial Development Division of the Commerce Department
at Frankfort. He is a native of
Madisonville and graduated from
the University of Kentucky in
1958 with a B. S. degree in Commerce and a major in general business administration. He is a former Korean War Veteran and is
now a member of an active reserve
unit.

VALUTpLus

•Famous Brand Premiums

CO UPON

VA

• Full Redemption Guaranteed

III111

FOOD STORES

•Get Your Catalog

4
4

Draper will work with retailers
throughout the State in the development of their communities.

GREEN •
STAMP •Now At Big Valu!

9
lb. 6 c

SWIFT'S PROTEN

RIB STEAK

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

SWIFTS

ROUND STEAK

Bay's Family Shoe Store

lb.

SWIFT'S PROTEN

SIRLOIN STEAK .

lb.

GROUND BEEF

Ground Fresh
Lb.
Hourly

10c

Each

LETTUCE

12-oz. Can

K -P

Nice Firm Head

LUNCH MEAT

Hunt's Val-Vita

No.2 1-2 Size Can

Swift's Half - Gallon

SLICED PEACHES

5 Cans __ $1.00

ICE MILK

3 Cans ____ $1.00
3 For

$1.00

Swift's Profen

Fresh Picnic

lb. 29c

PORK ROAST

CHUCK ROAST

lb. 49c
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CUT-OUTS!Snippy great looks...
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$7.99

Shop Now For EASTER! Use Our Convenient
Lay - Awa If You Wish!

100% PURE

t.

S7.99

Capricious lithe heels that frolic with *Mattering open look for Spring!
Bow-kissed or buckled, you're on your way to a lively fling in fashion-fresh
color with this fun-loving trio like the Tempos you see in Seventeen.

69c
39

89c I T-BONE STEAK . . lb. 99c

Street —

$6.99

irr•

BIGi

• 1200 Stamps Fill A Book

SWIFT'S PROTEN

— Lake

50 Extra Valu-Plus

With This Coupon and Purchase Of

Ivan Jett, Executive Vice President of the Kentucky Retail Federation. Inc.. announced today that
Donald Draper has been employed
as Community Development Director for the Kentucky Retail Federation.

LOUISVILLE, KY. (ENS) —
There's quite a difference between
toeay's teachers and those of the
prst. says Mrs. Beulah Fontaine,
and the change is all for the better.
"Teachers today are as welleducated as the administrators,"
she recently told the Student Iowa
State Teachers Association's convention delegates at Des Moines.
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Kentucky Educators Seek
Research For Local Needs
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Establishment of a state advisResearch in education is expectory council for research in educa- ed to boom throughout the country
tion has been urged by a group of if Congress passes President JohnKentuckians interested in further- son's aid-to-education bill. As presing such research at the local ently written it calls for spencling
school district level.
$45 million a year for educational
The call for a state coordinat- research laboratories for basic reing agency, which would function search and dissemination of findthrough the State Department of ings.
Dr. Glenn Boerrigter, a U. S. OfEducation, came after a two-day
meeting sponsored fice of Education official who handinvitational
by the Research Commission of les one aspect of the Cooperative
created by
the Kentucky Association for Su- Research Program
pervision and Curriculum Develop- Congress in 1954, told the Lexington audience that the Federal Govment.
Twenty-three states now have ernment currently spends nearly
state councils to foster and imple- $50 million a year for educational
ment local-level educational re- research.
This is allotted through the Ofsearch, the group was told by Dr.
D. E. Elswick, director of the de- fice of Education, the National
partment of education's division of Science Foundation, the National
Institute of Mental Health, the
research.
Elswick emphasized that such Atomic Energy Commission, the
,largely advisory in Children's Bureau, and the Office
councils are '
nature and in no sense are con- of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth
trolling agencies." He said a state Development.
Boerrigter noted that federal
advisory council would have "a
great potential for service to funds totaling about a billion dolschool districts and organizations lars now go for research relating
affiliated with the Kentucky Edu- to health. This points up the smallcation Association." It would be ness of the current allotments for
made up of about 10 Kentuckians educational research.
prominent in the field of educationAttending the A. S. C. 1). meetal research.
Operating under the state advis- ing were representatives of the
ory council would be a number of Kentucky Education Association,
regional agencies for educational the State Department of Educaresearch, each with a college as its tion, colleges and universities in
center. These agencies would be the state, local school districts, the
made up of school districts within Kentucky School Boards Association, and K. E. A. departments,
proximity of a college center.
Each regional center would have units, and affiliates.
an executive council, which would
Among K. E. A. groups were the
include superintendents, supervis- Department of Classroom Teachors, principals, teachers, and repre- ers, the Department of Elemensentatives of other facets of edu- tary Education, Kentucky Associacation in the area.
tion of Elementary School PrinciIdeas from the regional centers pals, Kentucky Personnel and
would flow back to the state ad- Guidance Association, Kentucky
visory council "clearinghouse." School Business Association, KenThe council would keep tabs on tucky Association of School Adminwhat educational research has istrators, and Kentucky Associabeen, is being, and will be done in tion of Pupil Personnel Workers.
the state and in the nation. Use of
Mrs. Mary Marshall, coordinator
the department of education's dataprocessing equipment would be of 'publications and information for
the State Department of Education,
possible at the state level.
is chairman of the A. S. C. D. Research Commission. A. S. C. D. is
a unit of K. E. A.

ASSTIED ADS

E THE

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all my friends for
the many thoughtful things done
for my family and me, while I was
in the hospital and convalescing
at home during the last three
months. I want to especially thank
the doctors and nurses at the Fulton Hospital for their considerate
care. I would also like to thank my
colleague, Dr. Myers, for the many
acts of kindness and assistance in
my professional obligations he has
given me during my illness.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton

IC

COMPETENT MAN OR WOMAN
Wanted in area covered by this
newspaper to own, fill and collect
from coin operated machines, nuts
& candy or wrapped confections- a
new idea in vending. May be handled part time along with present
occupation. $900 - 1500 investment
required. Could be built into full
time operation. For local interview,
write INTERSTATE MERCHANDISERS, Rochester, Minnesota.

Can

TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.

99c

;1.00

1.00

49c

INCOME TAX RETURNS. Open
every day and evening. Shirley
Witherspoon. Second house from
post office in Water Valley. Phone
355-2639.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Exchange Furniture Co.
MALE HELP WANTED - LOCAL
man wanted for sale and service
franchise. Electrolux Corp., 111
South Sixth Street, Paducah, Ky.

DEWEY JOHNSON
All types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering

422
Fulton, Ky.

Everything"

Lake St.
Phone 408

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103

WASHINGTON, D. C.(ENS) —A
teacher's working day is not over
when the classroom door is shut.
According to the National Education Association, the average teacher spends about 12 hours each
week outside the class, correcting
homework and tests, planning and
preparing for each day's teaching,
and holding student conferences.

For The
BEST
and

110•Lir
GOILY

100
Be Sure To Get Youi
Card Punched!

203

Boneless Boston Butt

THANK YOU
Cherry & Apple

PORK
PIE FILLING
3- 20 oz.Cans $1.00 ROAST
AURORA

Extra Lean Center Cut

LB.

PORK
CHOPS

49c

Toilet

Ice CrAP•trk and

T *tree

411.

13 1-4 oz. Pkg 35c
FUDGE FROSTING
MARTHA WHITE
WHITE FROSTING —13 1-4ez. Pkg. 35c
WHITE YELLOW DEVIL FOOD
CAKE MIXES . . . . 19 oz. Pkg. 35c
BRIGHT STAR
.25 Lb Bag $1.69
FLOUR
•

•

BISCUITS

Rolls

MI*.

MARTHA WHITE

•

•

•

1111.1•Mr-

MARTHA WHITE

5 39c Roast
BACON

U S CHOICE CHUCK

MEAL

Main or
Salfrlainq
50 Extra S&H
Green StArtil k

•••••••II.

AMERICAN BEAUTY

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

LEBAG

PEAS and CARROTS 8-15 oz.Cans $1.00
AMERICAN BEAUTY
8-15 oz.Cans $1.00
MIX VEGETABLES
JOE
FiDEVIKPUS . . . 2- 15 oz. Cans 25c
Jewel s' 3 Lb. Can 69c
iii0BIFIIENING

Political

Strawberries

x ez
5L0o

FLAVOR KIST

CRACKERS .
TWIN PAK

POTATO CHIPS

•

. . Lb. Box 29c
. . . Only 49c

STARKIST FANCY

TUNA FISH . . . 3-Reg. Cans 89c
STA-PINE OIL . . . Pint Bottle 39c

The News is authorized to an,
flounce the following candidates
subject to the Democratic Primary
May 25, 1965:
—FOR COUNTY JUDGE—
John E. Cruce
John C. Bondurant
—FOR MAGISTRATE—
(District One)
Nelson D. "Corky" Hill
Roy Nethery

Center
Cut
Lb.

CANS
IC

Small
And
Meaty
Fresh
Sliced

Lb. 45c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 79c
Lb. 39c

Skinless
Skinless

47

Cut 37

Blade
Lb.

Reelfoot
Houser Valley

BOLOGNA
PORK CHOPS
BEEF ROAST

Old Fashion
Sliced FREE
First
Cuts
U. S Choice
Shoulder

CLUB STEAK Lb-

Lb. 49c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 57c

69c

REELFOOT FRANKS
89c
SAUSAGE
SLICED JOWL
Lb. 57c
BEEF ROAST
12 oz
Pkg

Piggly Wiggly
Pure Pork

lb.
pkg.

lb.
pkg.

Hickory
Smoked

Los:45c BANANAS 10,

BLACK PEPPER

LB

ONLY

FLORIDA

FROSTY ACRES

risH STICKS

. . 3- 10oz. Pkgs. $1.40

ORANGES . . 41b. bag 45c
CABBAGE Plants 2bunches 29c
FRESH

FRUIT PIES . . . 3- 20 oz. Pkg. $1.00
FROZEN

ALLSWEET
LB

OLEO 25c

RED SNAPPER
LB. 99c

Mexico
CANTALOUPES
Fresh
STRAWBERRIES

3 for $1.00

RADISHES
GREEN ONIONS
CARROTS

3 Pkg. 19c

— FOR SHERIFF —
James C. "Buck" Memos
Jo. T. Johnson
FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
Dee Langford

FOR JAILER
taker Minton

Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking

L.

U. S. Choice
English Cut

(District ,Two)
A. L. Cox
Ray Men

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Ralph Graves
Mrs. Jo WestphelIng
Henry Maddox

.4)13

GOLDEN RIPE AND DELICIOUS

McCO!iMICK

FROSTY ACRES
Announcements

Beef - Mutton - Ribs - Pork
Chickens

U. S. CHOICE FINE TO GRILL

FROSTY ACRES

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

_BAR-B-ClUE

115.110 Pyrrha 114
sclucNne Milk,
tee Cr 4.4 •".1
obis c

PORK RIBS
PORK STEAK
CALF LIVER
BEEF LIVER

•

CLEANEST

69(

• “ose

e at korstingi

TISSUE

DELICIOUS HOT

LB.

All.. BRANDS

DESEY SOFTWEAVE
$i Cie

MRS. ROLAND FOWLER
502 Westview Dr.
Union City, Tenn.

Money Must Be Claimed By
8: a. m. Monday Morning.

gY
lESSEE

sFr1 YOBA

S U

$100.00
Last Week's Winner

THIS WEEK'S
CASH JACKPOT

Prices In This Ad
Good thru &t. Mar. 27th

We Reserve The Right
To Limit

Store Hours 8 till 9: p. in.
6 days 9-7 pm.Sundays

Pa!
?age 6

Kentucky Governors, Lt.- Governors
Succession Sought In New Proposal
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CHRISTMAS FOR

n

DAYS

GLADE

CIESTNUT
MINILA — In the Philippines, •
By Mrs. Harvey Vseirhn
'hristmas is celebrated for 22
lays.
A family dinner was enjoyed in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Simpson Sunday, honoring Barry
on his eleventh birthday. Those enjoying this pleasant occasion with
him were Mrs. Valda Simpson,
Mrs. Gwendolyn Alexander, Mr.
and Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mr.
Walland Mrs. Glyn 0,.vensby and Stacy,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Webb and Kim,
Paper
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Simpson and
and
Dennis.
REM Y. II. Mt Of
Housepaitil
Mrs. Jim Burke has returned,
spending several days in
after
SIMONS PAINT STORE
Amarillo, Texas, at the bedside of
Phone 67
107 E. State Line
her sister, Delma, whose condition
is unimproved.
Mrs. Durrell Terrell was dismissed from the hospital last week,
after a severe attack of the flu,
but is not able to go back to work.
The service at New Hope Sunday morning was cancelled, due
to illness of Brother Bradley's
wife, who is a patient in the Parkview Hospital, where she had
surgery several weeks ago.
Mrs. Elnora Vaughan spent last
week with the Miller family. Mrs.
Vera Miller has been a shut-in for
several months and is unimproved.
Mrs. Baker, who has been a
patient at the Martin Hospital, due
to an attack of pneumonia, has
been dismissed and is spending
several days with her daughter,
Mrs. Paul Reams.
Get-well wishes are extended •to
Mrs. Ela Grissom and Ada Ruth,
who are patients in the Fulton Hospital.

Want A Recipe'
by Canaille Glenn

NEW DUPONT

Luci
UPON

MARTIN
SENOR
3AI NTS
)

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.

Be Sure and Register To Vote

Dear Camille,
The price of pork has been most
reasonable lately but as a family
we have not appreciated pork as
we should. Will you please give us
a recipe for a roast of pork that
will spark our interest; one that is
versatile and that the children will
like.
P. S.
Pork is a valuable meat, rich in
the vitamin Bs, versatile and delicious when well prepared. YoU
will be delighted with this charming new way to cook pork. If you
would like to have a roast for dinner, and a good meet on hand for
sandwiches next day the perfect
solution is
ROAST PORK IN MILK
(Filet de Porc Au Lait)

2 1-2-3 Lbs. Loin of pork (about 7
inches)
1 Qt. milk or more to cover
1 Carrot
1 Medium sweet onion
Pinch of dried thyme or sprig of
fresh
,
1-2 Bay leaf
3 or 4 Parsley stems
2 Pieces of celery
2 Potatoes
Hot buttered carrots, turnips,
Garlic Clove (Optional)
and potatoes are the vegetables
1-4 Cup chopped parsley
Salt, freshly ground white pep- that like the company of this very
succulent, sweet roast of pork.
per, Cayenne
Creamed celery (using the milk
from the roast) is the most superb
complement of all. Filet de Porc
au Lait (Fee-lay-de-pork-oh-lay)
can be transposed into several different keys. For a family supper
with all of the precious little ones
at table it would be well to thicken
the sauce a bit and serve with carrots and potatoes with a gay
sprinkling of parsley over all. Dad
is usually a good turnip customer
and turnips are pork's life-long
friend.

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

S

•

RAIN Oil SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

When your guests say this is the
best pork they have ever tasted
you can tell them the recipe is
from the Valley of Sartlie in
France, from the Chateau de Vadre. The loving care and deep respect the French give to food is the
touch-stone of their great talent in
cooking. They are the masters. We
must follow in their footsteps.
Good food does more for us than
nourish our bodies. Meal time
should be a time of rest, repair,
and relaxation.

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0-v- ONE
FULTON, KY.

THE KEY NOTE: Po_
in milk.

Now. By mail! Genuine

BcAtL
SOUVENIRS
\11S ibL, DESK
MATTRESS
fr-l'e<ss 0_0
BLANKETS
PkCCHAIRS

Partsof

ooti
I III
ENCLOSE
SURE 'TO
1
BE
EACH VTEM
FOR
each
$1
with
Bonus offer: enclose one
we
$5 ordersouvenir absoBeetle
FIZE.E.1
lutel

-

s

Blanket

Towel, Face Cloth

•

Bed, Desk, Chair

My name

s

Scoffs Floral Shoppe

My address

Phone 20
My city and states
1111. MOWN 01.212

410

dbet

om•

•••••••

BOTH
NOW

Approved also was a report providing for a short ballot under
which only the governor, the lieutenant governor, the auditor and
thp attorney general would be
elected. The five other statewide
officers now elected — treasurer,
secretary of state, commissioner
of agriculture, superintendent of
public instruction, and clerk of the
court of appeals — would be ppointed.

155
4/5 QUART

Li
F

$2.85 I $1.45
PINT I 1/2 PINT
$45.75 Case of Fifths

ENMORE
SILVER LABEL

GOLD LABEL

4YEAR OLD 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT

by the legislative subcommittee
and approved by the State Government Committee include:
The General Assembly would
convene in March instead of January following the election of a
new governor; the General Assembly could extend the legislative
session an additional 30 days by a
two-thirds vote; Saturdays would

90 PROOF

100 PROOF

We:
big
izec
the,
ad4d
the

ins1
and
tiox
ley
Rui
gro
per
pro
vet

DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY GLENMORE DISTILLERIES COMPANY, LOGISVIUI-OWDISBORO, KUITUCILY_

cooked

*Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
*Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
*Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
*Picture frames
*Permanent flower arrangements
*Fresh-cut flower arrangements
*Corsages and pillow
corsages
*Wedding flowers a specialty
*Artistic funeral arrangements

Enclosed is $
for which please send me the
following Beali;Touvenirs (give number of each):

Mattress,

Another recommendation in the
report of the executive subcommittee was to substitute the speaker of the House of Representatives
for the secretary of state in the
order of succession to the office
of governor. The lieutenant governor and the president pro tern of
the senate would precede the
speaker.

SUN CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN INC.
•1111.111.112 .241C1.11, 1/11,11•1 WC.
411

2.1 OOOOOOOWN ROAD IOVITVILLI

817416
At

CROSS

Carr at Commercial

momm••••• ateases

•

it pays
to be
well protected
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-MAIL THE COUPON TODAY!
TO: CONGRESS, Box "B", Beverly Hills, Calif.

Part of Pillow

It was tentatively agreed that the
Committee,
State Government
headed by James W. Stites, Louisville, and the Local Government
Committee, headed by Charles
Adams, Covington, will meet at the
Capitol at 10 a. m. February 25 to
consider a revised judicial article
proposed for the Constitution.

TAKE YOUR PICK!

CAMILLE SAYS:
An egg yolk will not beat up into
a fluff and foam like the egg white
because it contains fat. Therefore,
do not permit one bit of the yolk to
get into the whites of eggs when
they are to be beaten stiff.

Yeah! Yeah! Yeah! The Beatles were here and
we have the souvenirs! The very things the boys
used in the rooms theyslept in. You don't believe
it? We send you PROOF with every article...a
sworn affidavit. And in addition we enclose a
photograph of Paul, Ringo, John, and George
taken while they were guests of the Congress Inn.
All for only a dollar...a I ifetime memento for you
to treasure and show your friends. But don't delay.
r

These and other approved recommendations of the executive and
legislative subcommittees of the
State Government Committee will
be submitted to the co-ordinating
committee and then to the full
Constitution Revision Assembly before final action is taken by statewide vote of the people.

and Common—Edith's
Court c:
a"lrreys should be reduced from
the present six years to four years.
Before the subcommittee acts
finally on this question, views will
be sought at a public hearing from
representatives of the state associations of clerks, Commonwealth's
attorneys and county attorneys.

CAMILLE SAYS:
A recipe for preparing turkey for
•the kill in the cookbook "Statesmen's Dishes and How to Cook
Them", 1890, is as follows: "Three
days before the turkey is slaughtered, it should have an English Walnut forced down its throat three
times a day, and a glass of sherry
once a day. The meat will be deliciously tender, and have a fine
nutty flavor." I hear people say
that turkey doesn't taste like it
used to. Well, NOW WE KNOW!

ACTUALLY USED BY THE BEATLES THEMSELVES
AT THE CONGRESS INN IN NEW ORLEANS!!

OBVIOUSLY THE
SUPPLY IS LIMITED
so it's first come
first served! Hurry!

At a meeting in the State Capitol,
the committee also approved the
recommendation of another subcommittee that State senators be
elected for terms of six years, instead of the present four years, and
that State representatives be elected for four years instead of two
years.

!_!gislative days,
not be cour.ted
e
giving assem..ly members
time for commit"- wo-k.
A commission would be appointed by the governor to make recommendations on redistricting the
state to the General Assembly; the
State's casual debt limit would be
2 per cent of the preceding year's
revenue instead of $500,000, as at
present; the General Assembly
would be authorized to enact a
compulsory workmen's compensation law.
At a January 15 meeting of the
general provisions subcommittee of
the Local Government Committee,
it was agreed the terms of Circuit

Another proposal approved for
inclusion in a new, revised Constitution to replace Kentucky's
outdated 1891 document, would require a three-fifths majority in
each house of the General Assema goVernor's veto,,
If the "Joneses" are coming for bly to override
majority now
simple
the
of
instead
recipe,
pork
same
the
use
dinner required.
but serve it on a beautiful platter
The governor also would be givgarnished with broiled tomatoes,
huge black olives and watercress. en 20 days instead of the present
Serve with a casserole of Celery 10 days after final adjournment of
Almandine (again using the milk the General Assembly to veto bills
from the roast for the base of the passed late in the session.
cream sauce).
Constitutional changes proposed

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

MAYFIELD HIWAY

Have butcher loosen bones from
the loin of pork. If you prefer have
all of the bones removed as in any
fillet of meat. Rub well with salt
and set in a PREHEATED 450 degrees oven until it is a gorgeous,
golden brown. Remove pork from
oven. Place in a small round pan,
cocotte, or deep casserole. The
pork should fit in the casserole
very snugly. Pour on milk to cover.
Add carrot, potatoes, onion, celery,
bay leaf, parsley stems, garlic if
desired, thyme, freshly ground
white pepper and a pinch of cayenne. Cover. Return to the oven
but reduce the heat to 325 degrees.
Cook approximately 2 hours, or
until the meat is tender but not
falling apart. Lift the pork out of
the milk. With a paper towel remove the curds of millofrom the
roast. (They are not pretty or appetizing looking.) Return roast to
oven in a separate pal to heat and
glaze before serving. Strain the
milk through a very fine meshed
sieve or cheese cloth. Discard vegetables and henb seasonings. Reduce the milk a bit if desired and
thicken a bit with rice or wheat
flour. Add chopped parsley and
serve as a sauce with the hot slices
of pork.

Kentucky's governors and lieutenant governors would be allowed
to succeed themselves in office for
single four-year terms under a
subcommittee report approved re.cently by the State Government
Committee of the Constitution Revision Assembly.
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COVERAGE COCR POI Of
VOLK UNTIE< A TON CARO SHOWS
NOW IN IMO SU YOUR CERTIFICATE POI COMPLETE OVALS Of BENEFITS

MUCROY
Mini/ILO

ti)

FOR
HOSPITAL
PROTECTION

FOR
SURGICAL-MEDICAL
PROTECTION

No wild pitch is going to catch this
athlete unprotected. No unexpected health emergency should put a mortgage
on his future happiness and security, either. His father can see to that, by
enrolling the family as members of Blue Cross and Blue Shield.
Members have help they can rely on — maximum protection at lowest possible
cost. No one has ever been cancelled because of age, health, retirement,or
an incurable condition. It's a winning learn! Find out about getting on it.
THERE ARE 2 WAYS
TO APPLY:

MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON TODAY
. 0111111114111111111111111111111111111111111111111111112111111111

INDIVIDUAL -FAMILY:
Kentuckians 64 or under,
in good health, and with
neither husband nor wife
working where there are
10 or more employees,
may apply direct.

.7.

GROUP: Plans may be
...formed where there are
5 or more employee&

la

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Road • Louisville, Ky. 40205

NF-8

unique advantages of Blue 2
Cross and Blue Shield. Also send an application, without obligation to me.

Please send me more information about the

NAME
ADORESk
STATF

CITY
•

:: FARM BUREAU MEMBERS—See Your Farm Bureau Agent 3

-NV
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tion, Inc. with a representative director from ear% county.
The project proposal involves the
setting up of central office management and would lease land from
landowner merniters in minimum
contiguous areas of 800 acres. Intensive efforts would be made to
increase the hunting potential.
Guides would be provided for the
designated areas with fees collected for the hunting privilege. It has
been pointed out that good hunting
land is decreasing and that more
hunters are willing to pay for good
privileges. Landowners
hunting
hope to make this part of recreation a business and prevent widespread poaching practices.

Phone Users Paid Average Of $15.44 In Excise
Taxes On 1964 Services, Survey Reveals
federal excise tax is levied on local
and long distance telephone service. He said that telephone service is the only utility now subject
to the federal tax.
"Th select one utility for taxation is unfair and discriminatory
and unjustly penalizes the users of
that utility, especially since telephone service has become a necessity," said Mathis.
He explained that the excise tax
is a tax on telephone customers,

Southern Bee customers in Kentucky paid an average of $15.44 for
federal excise taxes on telephone
service during 1964
That's the figure released today
by Curt Mathis, Southern Bell's
manager here.
"The total excise tax bill for
Southern Bell customers in the
state for 1964 was $6,658,969, which
averages $15.44 per customer," he
said.
Mathis said that the 10 per cent

e
not on telephone companies.
telephone company merely acts as
a collector of the tax and passes
it on to the government.
"The repeal of the tax will mean
an immediate reduction in the
cost to customers for telephone
service," Mathis said.
He said a federal excise tax on
telephone service was first imposed
in Work! War I. It was repealed in
1924, but imposed again during the
Depression and World War II.
"The tax was supposed to be a
temporary measure, but it is still
in effect," said Mathis.
Mathis said that opposition to the
excise tax on telephone service has
been sustained and vigorous, and

Congress in many sessions has
considered abolishin; the tax.
The 86th Congress provided that
the tax on local telephone service
would terminate June 30, 1959, but
the 87th and 88th Congress extend
ed this date each year. The tax on
local service is currently scheduled
to end June 30, 1965, unless ex
tended by the 813th Congress.
Mathis said that President Johnson, the Secretary of Treasury and
other Administrative spokesmen
have said that the entire excise
tax structure will be studied closely during the 89th Congress, with
an eye toward repeal or reduction
of some of them.
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These Machine Washable

•

YS'SPRING SUITS
Are perfect for Easter and all dress-up occasions
for that youngster.
PRICED
AT A
THRIFTY

Fulton
SCENIC TIME-SAVING ROAD—A six-mile section of
Ky.77 which runs south from Natural Bridge State Park
to Zachariah where it connects with Ky. 11 opens up the
park to travel from the south. It wends through wild
and rugged natural beauty of the area with abundant tall
pines and hemlock trees along the way. The recently
opened new road and another section from the park to
the Mountain Parkway was a $1,350,000 project The
total 8.4 miles of new road shortens the driving distance
by approximately eight miles between Zachariah and the
interchange of the Parkway at Slade.

Get A Head -Start On Easter!
Shop Our Spring Savings Sale Now
And Pick Yourself Up Some
Real Bargains!

The project has received enthusiastic approval among landowners
and others following the presentaUm on controlled hunting by BarkJackson Purchase
iey Travis,
Rural Electric Cooperative to a
group of landowners and agency
persons last week in Paducah. The
project as a part of overall development in Western Kentucky

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

took another step towards implementation as a feasibility study
was proposed by area technical resource persons in a conference on
March 9, in Paducah. Mr. Travis
in discussing some of the details
indicated that additional study
would be necessary in preparation
for a meeting of interested landowners representing the Western
Kentucky thirteen county area on
Monday afternoon, March 29 in Paducah. Those assisting in developing the study included: William G.
Glasscock, Area Redevelopment
Administration, Hopkinsville; Arvin Bunger, Manager Paducah Office of Department of Economic
Security; J. H. Davis, Chairman,
McCracken County Area DevelopHobart Adams,
ment Council;
Manager, Jackson Purchase Rural
Electric Cooperative; E. R. Netherland, University of Kentucky
Area Development Agent, Princeton; Woodrow Coots, University of
Kentucky Area Development Agent,
Paducah; William Bryan, Jr. Soil
Conservation Service, Mayfield;
ance has been secured from N. D.
Wrinkle, REA-0E0, Washington,
D. C.
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FOR BOYS
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Exciting Styles In Girls'

-• Spring Dresses
Jr

S c
7 14

9.18 mos
arid 1-6a

$ 99
$2 99

99
$3

$2

Smartly Styled

an d
99

Dress Pumps

Choosy from Docron•cotton blends cot.on
bcorstr and testu•rd fabrics
solids ord prints with locu. r-mbrold,-y cnd
wecIr fabrics require
button trims Wash
Pink blue- ma,:r anti ••11n1
cc:e

BUDGET PRICED

$599 $ 99 4
SELECT NOW
FOR EASTER'

With Moulded Soles

and
S-4 V9

Wey• shown 1,,erci four el ley,
C hoes.
srriari rteW pumps
from block. white and twot-sne beige in ,':es 5 to 10

THE MAN WITH A GUN IS

C/.,oetr.
cre,fied
ed and
2 arid

from oxford and loafer styles
of gen uine bfock leo,her Mould.
skid resistant soles
Sizes $'-2 t
12's to 3

GIRLS' SMART 1-STRAP

Starring

1I
1

C0611

•

In Gleaming Block
or White Potenlite

A Universal Picture

SUNDAY THRU WEDNESDAY
THEY LOVE TO fleNT...INIT NOT AT NICHT!

*******************

Plain and Fancy

Smartly Styled '

SPRING GLOVES

SPRING BAGS
,t Priced at

(

99$ 99$
and

Priced at

00$
and

99

414010 1100

RILAYNES•TERRY-THOMAS
EDWARD JUDD • ARTHU"r"

mum FRANK

FRANK
O4 MICHAEL PERTWEE •11.y by NORMAN PANAMA #.4 mum FRANK • Preenco bbroyd by MELVIN
A PANAMA.FROM PROOUCDON • A UNIVERSAL PICTIIRE
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Choice of
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Program
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Ensemble Suits

The project,on controlled hunting
was given the green light by the
• DUCK'S 24 HOUR
Pennyrile-Purchase District Agency
Committee on Development in its
WRECKER SERVICE
regular session at Gilbertsville
3 last week. Consideration has been
Phone 126 or 1678
given to formalizing a federation
of area development councils in a
seventeen county area of Western
1E Kentucky to more efficiently plan
and implement programs in total
106 W. State Line
resource development. The conPhone 128
trolled hunting project under consideration is expected to be inRecreaWill111111111111111111111111111111i11111111I11111111111EIMIIIIME1116111111111111111111111111110' corporated as Four-Rivers
PHONE 12 — OPEN 6:45

.

Expertly tailored cf 65'. Dacron polyester-35'. cotton or SS: Dacron
2 and 3 button styles with
polyester-45*. rayon blended fabrics
tapered leg pants Nary, black anti green in sizes 4 to 12

Landowners Eye Lucrative Hunting,
Fishing Projects In Western Kentucky
Landowners in a thirteen county
Western Kentucky Area are studying a proposal to formalize organized hunting and fishing in which
they and related industries hope to
add a cool one million dollars to
their income.
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Batts, W. D. Harvey, B. B. Jones,
Mrs. R. 0. Brown, Fulton; Mrs.
Warren Bard, Route 1, Fulton;
Virginia Fulcher, Route 2, Fulton;
Carl Brann, Mrs. Homer Lowes,
The following were patients in Route 4, Dresden.
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
March 24:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Noah Clark, Mrs. Bernice Long,
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Maudie Cruse, S. D. Grissom,
Mrs. Ethel Freeman, Mrs. Rosa- Pat McMillan, Harold Pewitt, Mrs.
lee Sisk, Mrs. R. L. Lynch, Miss Tommie Rickman and baby, FulMary Swan Bushart, Mrs. Charlie ton; And Hall, Mrs. H. P. Allen,
Forrest and baby, Mrs. Sherman Southt Fulton; Herman Johns, Guy
Bransford, John Davis, Mrs. Edna Hopkins, Wingo; Mrs. Floyd RobAbell, Mrs. J. J. House, J. N. Woot- ertson, Clayton Kyle, Crutchfield;
en, Fulton; Marian Higgins, South Mrs. Ella Mae Coleman, Union
Fulton; Bill McIntosh, Mrs. James City; Gilbert Roach, Route 4,
Brown, Harold Byrd, Route 1, Ful- Union City; Eddie Allen, Water
ton; Mrs. Horace Reams, Route 3, Valley; Rev. Bill Boyd, Bedford
Fulton; Tommy Reams, Route 5, Nunley, Clinton; Mr. and Mrs.
Fulton; Mack Brown, Route 1, Wa- Euwin Roland, Pilot Oak; Mrs.
ter Valley; Mrs. Martin Rudolph, William Traywick, Bruceton; Mrs.
Guy Yates, Route 2, Water Valley; Leon Ceorthan and baby, DukeMrs. Laura Wilson, Sharon, Tenn.; dom.
Mrs. Helen Jones, Arlington; Mrs.
011ie Puckett, Route 1, Wingo;
DRIVE-IN BERLIN'S FIRST
Mrs. Cora Sublette, Clinton.
Berlin — West Berlin has just
JONES HOSPITAL
opened its first drive-in movie.
Harry Shupe, Mrs. Harry Shupe, West Berlin now has 179 movie
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Herman Wade, houses, with 89,697 seats—about
Mrs. Mary Carr Johnson, Mrs. one for every 24 people. In 1957
Robert Polsgrove, Mrs. Rena there were 267 cinemas.

Point System
Program For
Driver Care

1

HOSPITAL NEWS

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton. Ky.

The revised Kentucky Point System is a driver improvement program designed to make drivers
more conscious of the need for
traffic safety. Point value is assigned according to the offense and
is based upon records submitted to
the Department of Public Safety by
the court.
A driver who has received from
six to nine points will receive a
letter from the department advising him to take immediate steps to
correct his driving problem. Upon
accumulating from nine to 11
points, the driver is placed on probation. He may appear before a
member of the department to determine his driving problem.

WASHINGTON — About 35 cents
of every dollar of school-lunch purchasing is for milk and milk products.

LADIES FLATTS

$2.99 to $3.99

$1.99 to $4.99
Size 4 1/2 to 10
• Italian Scandals
• Patents of all Colors
• And the New High Flats

LADIES

BOYS SHOES

PATENT HEELS

$2.99 and $3.99
Sizes 5 to 8 and 8 1/2 to 3

$4.99 to $5.99

• Oxfords and Slip-ons
• Black and Brown
• Scuff - Resistant
• Soles and Heels of Durable, Flexible Non Marking
Vinyl.

Patents That Gleem With Spring
Brilliance.
• White
• Black

A new booklet, "Answers to a
Woman's Questions About Social
Security," is now available at the
Paducah Social Security District
Office, Shorties Whitaker, social
security district manager, announced recently.
Written from the woman's point
of view, the booklet may however
find wide readership among the
male population, as we41. For it
provides answers to questions
such as: "Can a working woman
collect both her own retirement
benefit and also a full wife's benefit?"; "If the husband of a working woman dies, can she be paid
anything based on his work under
social security?"; and "Under what
conditions can the husband of a
working woman be paid benefits?"
It also points out that children of
a working woman can be paid
monthly benefits at her death, even
if they continue living with their
father, and even if he is working.
The social security protection
provided nonworking wives is described in a separate series of
questions and answers. There is
also a section on the woman's role
in the social security program as
an employer of household help.

a
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REMEMBER
THOSE YOU LOVED

Women have always had an important place in the social security
WITH A
program, Whitaker pointed out,
noting that a woman was the first
MEMORIAL GIFT
person in the country to receive a
monthly social security retirement
TO THE
check 25 years ago. But, Whitaker
said, there is more need than ever
for a woman to know about her social security protection.
Over 24 million women are working today, more than before in our
history. Nine out of ten women
can expect to hold jobs or work in
their own businesses or professions
during some part of their lifetimes
and earn credit toward social security benefits. Those who are not
working should know about the •
protection they have as dependents
winner.
Copies of "Answers to a Woman's Questions About Social Se- WE BUY,
curity" may be obtained by writSELL and TRADE
ing or calling the social security
district office, or you may stop by
Itsosnastl
and pick one up. The district social
security office is located at 112 S.
10th Street, Paducah, Kentucky.

AME ilCA\
CA\CIRO
SOCIETY

New and Used Shotguns,
Pistols, Rifles

i6 LACK INCOME TAX
NEW. YORK — Only 16 states
Leader Sporting Goods
lack a personal income tax and
only 13 lack a corporate income 414 LAKE ST.
PHONE 101
levy, the Tax Review states.

MILK BIG IN LUNCH

CHILDRENS FLATS

• Patents of all Colors
• Black and Brown Leathers
• Reptile Grains

Funeral services for Samuel J.
Maxey were held in the New Baptist Church on March 17 with Rev.
Doyle Freeman, Rev. Jerald Stow
and Rev. Arthur Wilkerson officiating. Burial, in charge of W. W.
Jones & Sons Funeral Home of
Martin, was in the church cemetery.
Mr. Maxey, who was 80 years of
age, was born in Weakley County,
Tennessee. He was a retired farmer. He died at his holt* on Route
4, Dresden, March 15.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Ludie T. Maxey; one son, Malcolm
Maxey, Route 2, Palmersville; one
daughter, Mrs. Robert Byars of
Ferndale, Michigan.

William Walker

South Fulton
Telephone 757
Tue. - Wed. - Thur. 9:00 to 6.00

The Lttle Girls Shoes with the Big
Girl Look.

Samuel J. Maxey

Any driver who accumulates 12
points within a three-year period,
dating from his last conviction,
William Walker died in Cincinwill have his license suspended for
Tuesday night. His body will
nati
six months. This will remove him
from the highways until he can be brought to Fulton and funeral
service will be held in Hornbeak
correct his driving problems.
Funeral Chapel, with burial in
Dresden; however, at press time
KINDERGARTEN IS 110
arrangements were incomplete soWATERTOWN, Wis. — The fiist far as time and date are concernkindergarten was started here in ed.
1855. Mrs. Carl Schurz ran it for
Mr. Walker was the son of Mrs.
German-speaking children.
Calvin Yates of Water Valley.

P. N. Hirsch & Co.
Open
307 Broadway
Mon. - Fri. - Sat. 9:00 to 9:00

New Booklet On Social Security
Great Help, Especially To Women

!MATHS

(IF YOU ARE NOT REGISTERED)

Register to Vote
BY

MARCH 27
Books Close At 12 Midnight
Registration Books Will Be Closed After That Date.

If you will be at least 18 years of age by the November
General Election (November 2, 1965) and have lived in
Kentucky at least one year, lived in Fulton County at least
six months and in the precinct at least 60 days you are
eligible to vote in the May 25 Primary Elecion.

DON'T PUT IT OFF - - REGISTER TODAY AT
County Clerk's Office in Hickman
City Clerk's Office in Fulton
DEE LANGFORD
Clerk, Fulton County Court

Be Our Guest At

L. J. Clements
L. J. Clements, died Tuesday afternoon in Fulton Hospital. Funeral
services will be held this (Thursday) afternoon at 2 p. m. in Hornbeak Funeral Chapel. Rev. W. T.
Barnes, pastor of the First Methodist Church and Bro. Glendon W.
Walker, minister of the Central
Church of Christ, will officiate.
Burial will be in Palestine Cemetery.
Mr. Clements was born near
Stonyton, Ill., October 14, 1878. He
moved to Fulton more than forty
years ago when he was employed
by the Illinois Central Railroad. He
retired as bookkeeper for Browder
Milling Company, after 39 years
service with them. He was a member of the Methodist Church and
for many years wag very active in
Boy Scout work.
Surviving are his wife; two sons,
Phillip and -David of Louisville;
two daughters, Mrs. Jesse Marie
Black of State College, Pa., and
Mrs. Sue Gentry of Oklahoma City,
Okla.; one brother, Asa Clements,
and one sister, Mrs. Ruby Holstein,
of California, eleven grandchildren
and five great grandchildren.

Thomas Workman
Funeral services for Thomas
Workman will be held today
(Thursday) at 1:30 p. m. in Whit-nes-Funeral Home, with Rev. J.
A. Wilkerson officiating. Burial
will be in Workman Cemetery near
Palmersville.
Mr. Workman, who lived at 408
Park Avenue in Fulton, died in
Hillview Hospital at 2:30 a. m. yesterday. He was a retired machinist
of Pioneer Motors in Chicago.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Frances Tracy Workman; two
sons, Wayne of Dukedom and Robert of Chicago; one daughter, Mrs.
Athelyne Watson of Chicago; three
brothers, Benny and Bill of Palmersville and Chester of Fulton;
three half brothers, Kim, Carmen
and Loyd of Palmersville; a half
sister, Mrs. Vester Biggers of
Palmersville.

John Deere
Day
Wednesday, March 31st.
9:1kI4

Fulton Theatre

round the activities in a
small town. Hollywood and
TV stars Stu Erwin, Margaret Hamlton,Fuzzy Knight,
Henry Gibson, Gene Sheldon, and Lloyd Corrigan

Funeral services will be held in
the Hammond & Haas Funeral
Home in Detroit Saturday, March
27, at 11 a. m. Burial will be in
Woodland Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife; two daughters, Mrs. Charles Wilkinson
and Mrs. William McBride, both
of Detroit; a brother, Morris Howell of Fort Collins, Colo., and five
grandchildren.
GO YO CHUItC7.1 SUNFAY

S. P. MOORE & CO.
$07 Commercial

Phone 511

- Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum,
—Vinyl and Tile.
—Downs Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique

JAMES HAZELWOOD

provide the comedy fun.

EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT MOVIES GALORE
Tractors. You'll see films on the
most popular John Deere Tractors
used in your area. If you're in "1010"
Country, yoq'll see and hear what
owners say about this 35 h.p. workhorse. If you farm big acreage, you'll
be interested in the filmed performance of the "King of the Hill," the
121 h.p. John Deere ,"5010." And
there will be a special movie on
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Entertainment. There's a
brand-new movie built a-

Eldridge (Toots) Howell died
Tuesday morning in a Detroit hospital, after having been in ill health
for three years. He was a former
Fultonian and was an employee of
the Fultonl post office for many
years.

BI

Fulton, Ky.

Load Up With Ideas
For More Profitable
Farming! See What's
New In The
LONG GREEN
LINE!

Eldridge Howell

•P

"3020" and "4020" Tractors with the
spotlight on Power Shift. You'll see
Power Shift in action and watch it
being built and tested.
Combines. We have a unique picture
to -show you on how John Deere
Combines can solve the time problem at harvest time with extra output, bigger grain tanks, faster =loading and several new features.

BURNETTE TRACTOR COMPANY
"YOUR JOHN DEERE DEALER"
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The spring revival is in progress
at Johnsons Grove. The pastor,
Rev. Jack Rushing, is bringing t4e
messages. Service at 7:30 each
night. Everyone is cordially invited.
David' Long and Danny Thorpe
left Friday afternoon for Nashville
to spend the week end and attend
the finals of the girls' state tournament.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lawson of
Sturgis, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Lowery of Providence,
Ky., spent a few days with Mrs.
Lawson's and Mrs. Lowery's
father, Riley Smith.
Enjoying a supper at the Gateway Restaurant in Martin one night
recently were: Mrs. William Earl
Long of Pierce; Mrs. Elmer Liliker, Mrs. Johnnie Holland of Fulton; Mrs. Billy Copeland and Mrs.
Casper Freeman of Martin, and
Mrs. Dorothy Erranton of Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale
of Centralia, Ill., visited relatives
here over the week end. Mrs. Ragsdale is a sister of Jack and DeWitt Matthews.
Mrs. Almus Polsgrove underwent
surgery at the Obion County Hospital last Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wilson of
Flint, Mich., spent a few hours
Saturday with his grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem. They
came after their little son, who had
been visiting his grandmother,
Mrs. Ora Reed, in Fulton.
Several from here attended the
funeral of Dave Lowe at Chapel
Hill last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford, of
Dyersburg, spent Saturday with
Mrs. Alford's mother, Mrs. Mattie
Rogers, who is improving after
having been quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Daws, of
Fulton, visited Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith visited
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil MeNatt and
Mrs. Ruby Matheny in Fulton Sun-

Miss Ruth Harris of Tallahassee.
Mrs. Naomi Tuck and son Richard
of Orlando arrived the past week
on a visit and to attend the bedside
of their mother, Mrs. T. T. Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Rickman
are happy parents of a stalwart
son, who arrived the past Saturday
in Hillview Hospital.
Fire destroyed the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Warren, just west
of this village, last Thursday night,
originating from a gas furnace.
Some effort was made to extinguish
the blaze, only to worsen it. The
young couple lost most of their
clothes and furniutre.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m., also at the evening service.
Mr. and Mrs. Dodge Tucker have
returned home to Flint, Mich. Mrs.
Tucker has spent several weeks
with her children, Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. Yates in Fulton, who have
a new baby son, born several days
ago.
Becky Lynn, small daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis, hasn't
been so well lately and remains
under the medication of Dr. John
Ragsdale in Fulton.
Your writer has returned from
a week end in Paducah, visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell
and their mother, Mrs. Ed Frields.
Had a nice visit while there.
This area had an inch or more
of snowfall Friday night, blanketing all cover crops and the early
gardens. It melted right away and
the moisture was helpful around
this section. We had some blossoming of the early flowers and shrubs,
which we all appreciate at this
season.
Mrs. Dave Mathis returned home
from Hillview Hospital last week
and is doing nicely here in our
village. She was under treatment
for 'most a week and has responded quite well, which all her
friends will be glad to know.
Mrs. Haldon Glover remains
about the same as for the past few
weeks at her home in District No.
1. She is one of our most beloved
matrons and her illness has been
of much concern to all her friends
throughout this locality.
ALABAMA ARCH LONG
Haleyville, Ala.—Natural Bridge
of Alabama, near here, is one of
the longest rock spans in the eastern United State.. Its main sandstone arch is 60 feet high, 33 feet
wide, and 148 feet long.

Dood Campbell and Milburn
Campbell visited Frank Campbell
last Sunday in a Sikeston, Mo.,
hospital. We wish him a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Gertie Gassaway, of Huntsville, Ala., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Covington and Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Smith, Sr.
Mrs. Ellis Raper, of Union City,
and Mrs. Pattie Mae Burnette
were Tuesday afternoon guests of
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Clarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Tibbs spent
the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
James Wallace and son James Earl
in Atlanta.
Mrs. Lou Bondurant and Canielle
spent Thursday with Mrs. Daisie
Bondurant and Clarice.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Woodside, of
Elkton, Ky., spent the week end
with Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.

TEACHING JOBS CREATED
Washington — Of the two million jobs created by the United
States economy last year the largest group was in the teaching field.
In 1963 Congress voted more money
for education than ever before—
$4.5 billion.

BIG 10-DAY
(Jxall)
ORIGINAL

America's Greatest
Drug Store Event

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN
LEADING MAGAZINES,
SUNDAY NEWSPAPERS,
RADIO AND TELEVISION

60,000 OWN STATIONS
r7.EVIS1ON

306 Main

Phone 307

CHICAGO — The more than 5,100 EVANS DRUG STORE
AM and FM radio stations in the
Fulton
United States are owned by about Lake Street
60,000 people.
I VINIIMMMEINNIIMIMBEN/N1=!

If you were having a picnic at the lake
at approximately this spot, you might say,
"Well, why did the engineers leave those
trees in the water when they made this
lake? They create such an eyesore. I can
see no purpose in it." Yet, fishermen tell
us that the fish love those old tree stumps
and roots and that you can almost always
find fish swimming in the dark recesses
around and between these trees.
So many times we question God's wisdom in allowing some things to be and
other things to come to pass. But God is
good and his purposes are wise. The very
thing that seems useless to us, might make
us marvel if we could see with Heaven's
eyes.

As Isaiah reminds us, "For my thoughts
are not your thoughts, neither are your
ways my ways, saith the Lord. For as the
heavens are higher than the earth, so are
my ways higher than your ways, and my
thoughts than your thoughts."
But he also wants us to know that his
thoughts are many toward us and that
everything works toward our good and our
salvation. If we had no conflicts, and no
questions, we would never have the opportunity to step out on faith.
Come to church Sunday and learn of God,
his purposes, and the unsearchable riches
of his love.

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of Nis love
for man and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his family. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and participate in the Church because it tells the truth about mans life, death and destiny; the
truth which alone will set him hie to live os a child of God.

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial
Association and IsSponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions
A New Line of Fine Jarman Shoes for Me,
Budget Priced "Story Book" Shoes to
Children

Water Valley Implement Co.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
'65 MUSTANG!
Dixie's No. 1 Darlin' with
new 200-cu. in.
"Six Shooter" engine!
Best news of all: our
sky-high trade allowances!

WE'VE GOT THE
SAV1N'EST SALE
IN THE SOUTH
ON DIXIE DARLIN'S,
THE HOTTESTSELLI N'FORDS
IN HISTORY!

Your Allis Chalmers, Massey-Ferguson
and New Holland Dealer

HICKMAN FULTON COUNTIE'
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP

Top illustration: Ford Custom Special 2- or 4-door
with Big Six or V-8 and special low price!

LIMITED TIME GET YOUR
KENTUCKY FORD DEALER'S
Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, Minor Repairs
Broadway, Fulton.
Phone: 9129

Ford's optional StudioSonic sound system radio! Dual speakers effect a live
performance!

Pleasant View and Obion CountMemorial Gardens

-

•••
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fifth year of operation at UK, has
a total segistration of 261 students
in seven colleges and 26 departments. Honors students for the
freshman year are selected on the
basis of their high school grades
and their scores on the American
College Test.
Second 'semester freshmen, first
and second semester sophomores
and first semester juniors in the

Charlotte Foy In
UK Honors Program

RAYMOND CLA,RK-

TV CABLE-

(Continued rronst!age One)
McCann School last year, it is willing to cooperate in allowing you
the use of a school again this year;
however, definite permission cannot be given until you decide the
school which you wish to use.
Upon your request for use of a
particular school, we shall then
give you permission, subject to the
usual conditions which are as follows:
1. Competent supervision will be
provided by you when your group
is using the school facilities.
2. You will be financially responsible for any daniage which
may occur to school property incident to your use -of same.
3. You will be financially responsible for expense incurred as result
of your use of lights, water, etc.,
as may be determined by our Director of School Plant, Mr. E. L.
Bickley.
4. You will compensate the custodial and janitorial staff of the
school for their extra work as the
principal of the school may direct.
5. Your use of the school facilities is not to interfere in any way
with the activities of the school.
_
Yours vary truly,
J. B. Sullivan

Continued From Page One)
A Fulton County student, CharThe coot to the subscribers will
be about 1110.00 for installation in a lotte Ann Foy, is enrolled in the
home and about $5.00 per month. Honors Program at the University
The cable company will also be a of Kentucky.
boost to the employment and teleThe Honors Program, now in its
vision sales in the area. Me. Turner said that approximately tour or
five people will be employed on a
permanent basis, while the -sale
of color sets should multiply because of the superior reception and
the fact that NBC is going better
than 90% color and CBS is planning to enter the color field in a big
way soon.
1h-discussing the television cable
service, Mr. Turner also added a
plug for radio station WFUL. He
said: "With these signals for wider
television reception, along with
WFUL-FM music and a weather
channel, which will be fed via the
cable into the subscribers homes,
the local area Will rank with the
best television reception centers in
America."
In other 1etion at the Fulton
Commission meeting Monday
night:
. . . A decision to sell water to
SOUTHERN STAR CANNED
an independent wate#- district in
Lb.
the Cayce-Crutchfield area was
Can
postponed, subject to an agreement
on the rate structure.
. . . Awarded Flexible Pipe Tool
SUPER RIGHT
Company the low bid of $3,175.40 on
the sewer cleaning machine.
. .11. The appointment of City
Manager Rollin Shaw as certifying
officer for certain FHA loans.
. . . Heard a report from Jim
Hufft on a preliminary study of
End
Lb.
Harris Fork Creek, relative to
290
744th
Roast
flooding and bank protection.

Mr. Sullivan's "ground rules"
are sound business practices, just
the kind that any good businessman likes to be associated with.
Raymond asked for no more,
perhaps even less, from the Obion
County School Board.
And from some interested, public
ipirited Obion Countians comes this
letter to Mayor Counce to consider
the request from Raymond Clark.
White & Fields
Attorneys at Law
Union City, Tennessee
Mr. Milton Counce, Mayor
.z.oich Fulton City Hall
•otith Fulton, Tennessee
Dear Mayor Counce:

Hams(8

Mrs Green Is
P-TA President
In West Fulton

Mni. James Green was elected
We have been advised that it is
the desire of a religious group to president of the West Fulton PTA
have a convention in South Fulton at the regular Meeting on March
'n June of this year, and there 18. Other officers elected were Mrs.
would be seven or eight hundred Glynn Bushart, first vice presipeople who would attend this con- dent; Mrs. John Covington, second
vention, four or five days, and vice president; Mrs. L. M. Mchis religious denomination I be- Bride, secretary, and Mrs. Eddie
lieve are Jehovah's Witnesses and Holt, treasurer,
The business meeting was in
Mr. Raymond- Clark is the local
minister. It occurs to us that it charge of the president, Mrs. John
would be a fine gesture on the part Covington, and the devotional was
of the City Commission if they given by Mrs. T. E. Wilson. The
would pass a resolution, asking the group voted to send the members
Obion County Board of Education of the executive board to the spring
to permit this group to use the conference, to be held in Paducah
gymnasium for their convention on March 23.
Coach Frank McCann was in
and to bear any expenses incidental or necessary for this use. It charge of the program, which was
would seem that if the facilities of on physical fitness, with Mr. Yates'
the gymnasium would be offered seventh grade class and Mr. Mc!o any church or religious group it Cann's advanced physical educaoccurs there are the commencial tion class participating. The sevenaspects accruing therefrom to the th graders did two folk dances and
business people of the community, the advanced P. E. class presented
particularly the restaurants and tumbling and trampoline routines.
The newctifficers will be installmotels.
I am unaware of any policy of ed at the next meeting, which will
he County Board of Education in be in the band room on April 15.
this respect, but it would seem thati
this would be a nice gesture of '
friendliness on their part to offer
these facilities for the use of a religious group, though I could understand why they might decline
the use for a beer convention, etc.,
The results of examinations takand I think if this matter is brought
to the attention of the school board en by applicants for county tax
in the proper manner they would commissioner on February 9 have
permit the use of this facility for been announced by State Revenue
Commissioner J._ E. Luckett.
this religious group.
Taking the examination were 317
Trusting this will be of some inapplicants, Lusert said,,with 143
terest to you, we remain
successfully Valified who will reYours very truly,
ceive certificotos. Mrs.-.Hilda C.
WHITE & FIELDS
Murchinson, we of the p!_,esent tax
While Raymond has accepted the Commissioner, Mlmer Murchinson,
decision of the Obion County was among those successfully comSchool Board N+ith the equanimity pleting the examination.
that befits his role as a minister of
Kentucky law requires that behe gospel, it must take more than fore any person's name may be
that to make plans to stage the placed on a ballot as a candidate
2onveniion in a Union City meeting for county tax commisisoner, exhall, where the daily work of God cept an incumbent seeking re-elecis looked upon as worthwhile, even tion, he must pass the required exwhen no emergency exists,
amination.

Mrs. Hilda Murchinson
Passes Examination

HOUSECLEANING?
take a O-K Parisian
break!
Let us take all the

HEAVY WORK off your hands!
Get draperies and slip covers out
of your way while you're cleaning. Get coats and heavy winter
garments out of your closets
(we'll store 'em for you, too if
you want closet room this spring
and summer).
WE REVITALIZE ALL FABRICS-put "store-fresh" colors
and springiness back into the fibers of all fabrics-with our EXCLUSIVE process

LET US PUT "SPRING"
beck into all your fabricsthey'll look "brand new"
after we dryclesog them.
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Miracle Finish

O'g-Psaftedea4t

Kenneth Houston Is
New Jaycee President
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MUSIC
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CHICAGO - There
posers of serious music living in
the United States.

SUPER RIGHT 14 TO 16-LB.

SMOKED
HAMS
39,
Shank
Portion, lb.
Center
Slices, lb.

99,

4.99) 4

PORK LOIN
SALE!

dent; Robert Perry, external vice
president; Don Campbell, secretary; Bobby Wall, treasurer; David
Pirtle, Don Snow, Kenneth Stanley, Paul Kasnow and Bill Hamra,
directors.

,University may enter the programl
if they rank in the top 10 per cent
of their class in their college.
Miss Foy is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Foy, Route 1,
Kenneth Houston was elected
Fulton. She graduated from Hickman County High School and is a president of the Jaycees at their
sophomore in the College of Agri- regular meeting last week, to
serve during the coming year.
culture and Home Economics.
Other officers
elected were:
Be Sure and Register To Vote
Glenn Suiter, internal vice presi-
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Breeze

Rinso Blue

(10c OFF)
3-Lb. 7-0z, Box

(5c OFF)
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Spry Shortening ....
3 EL4'. 79c
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Wisk Liquid
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.Lux Soap
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Lux Soap
Lifebuoy Soap .....•••• 2 31c
2 43c
Lifebuoy Soap
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Lux Liquid ....I:1'3k ft 89c

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT.. MARCH 27
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THE GREAT ATLANTIC S. PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

ood Stores
t• AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE 1000 MERCHANT SIMI 1859
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LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.

Pu

STORE HOURS-- Monday thru Friday 8:am. to 6:00 pm. Saturday 8:M1 am. 8I
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